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CONVERSION FACTORS, BRITISH TO METRIC UNITS OF MEASUREMENT 

British units of measurement used in'this report can be converted to metric 

units as follows: 

Multiply By To Obtain 

inches 2 .54 centimeters 

feet 0.3048 meters 

miles (U. S. statute) 1.609344 kilometers 

square miles 2.58999 square kilometers 

pounds o.45359237 kilograms 

pounds per square foot 4.88243 kilograms per square meter 

pounds per cubic foot 16.0185 kilograms per cubic meter ·· 
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SUMMARY 

X-ray examinations of fine-grained soils from the Lower Mississippi 
Valley revealed numerous geologic features that are not visible to the un
aided eye. These features include significant fracture patterns, details 
of planar bedding, cross-laminations and turbulence, secondary mineraliza
tions, root penetrations and voids left by roots, the presence of dissemi
nated organic matter, and other details. These geologic features affect 
the strength properties of the soils in which they occur. Experiments with 
multiple specimens from single samples erribodying different features demon
strated that many large variations in strength properties were not only 
directly dependent on these features but were predictable in a relative 
sense. Normally, these features are never identified during routine soils 
testing although the effects of these features contribute to erratic test 
results. Pretest radiographic examination is a potential means of avoid
ing these problems. 
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THE EFFECTS OF GEOLOOICAL FEATURES ON SOIL STRENGTH 

PART I: INTRODUCTION 

Purpose of Study 

1. Erratic variations in the undrained shear strength of undisturbed 

fine-grained soils often cannot be explained through classification indexes 

(water contents, Atterberg limits, etc.) or visual examination of intact 

samples. Previous studies by the Geology Branch, Soils Division, U. S. 

Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES), have suggested that these 

variations may result from differences in depositional conditions or from 

macrostructural features (shear planes, concretionary forms,'root penetra

tions, etc.) developed during or after deposition of sediments. Such geo

logical features often can be observed only by X radiographs of the intact 

soil. Since X rays are very sensitive to subtle changes in density, they 

can detect delicate fractures, filled root and animal burrows, and fine de-: 

tails of stratification that cannot be detected by any of the examination 

methods normally used by soils engineers. 

Scope 

2. This study involved the examination with X rays of representative 

sedimentary features from a selection of depositional environments in the 

Lower Mississippi Valley and then a reexamination of these features with 

X rays after subjecting the samples to uniaxial compression. From these 

examinations, it was anticipa_t_ea._ that relationships might be- established

between the features that are identifiable with X rays and the strength 
properties of the soils. 
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PART II: METHOD OF INVESTIGATION 

3. This study included the following steps: 

a. Undisturbed soil cores were collected from a group of repre
sentative depositional environments in the Lower Mississippi 
Valley. 

b. Samples were examined with X rays to select prevalent geolog
ical features associated with clay soils in these deposits. 

c. Selected specimens were tested in unconfined compression. 

d. Soil moistures and densities were obtained on all specimens 
tested. 

e. Specimens were X-rayed after testing to determine in what 
ways geological features affected the test results. 

Depositional Environments 

4. The Lower Mississippi Valley is divided into an alluvial valley 

and a deltaic plain, as indicated in fig. 1. These areas each have a char

acteristic group of sedimentary deposits that reflect the multiple environ

ments under which the sediments were laid down. These units are summarized 

in table 1. Testing was done on samples that represent the major types of 

fine-grained deposits that are found in this area. These deposits are fur

ther discussed later in this report. 

X-Radiography 

5. The specimens described in this report were prepared from 5-in.

diam* undisturbed soil cores, first by cutting 1-5/8-in.-thick slabs verti

cally through the _lllidd.le of each core using piano wire for the cutting~ 

These slabs were radiographed with a Philips Industrial X-ray unit having a 

100-kv beryllium-window head. The records were made on Kodak Type M Indus

trial X-ray film. Exposure was for 1 min and 30 sec at 10 ma and 75 kv, 

* A table of factors for converting British units of measurement to metric 
units is presented on page ix. 
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with a focal distance of 33 in. Photographs were made concurrently of each 

slab. 

6. Approximately 150 cores were opened. Those that contained sands 

were discarded. The remainder, about 125 cores, were composed of fine

grained materials, mostly clay. These cores were slabbed and radiographed. 

Of the slabs that were examined, 74 were selected for preparation of test 

specimens. 

7. One or more test specimens were cut from each slab on the basis 

of geologic features revealed in the radiograph. Each specimen was 

3-1/4 in. long and 1-5/8 in. in cross section. Most specimens were pre

pared with their vertical axes parallel to the longitudinal axes of the 

cores. However, a number of specimens were taken at angles from the ver

tical that permitted more interesting incorporation of sedimentary or struc

tural features. 

Geological Features 

8. Features that are recognizable in the radiographs but, for the 

most part, are not recognizable in the photographs include organic matter, 

nodular material, preexisting fractures, abrupt changes in soil density, 

abrupt changes in the mineral composition of the soil mass, and microde

tails of stratification. 

Unconfined Compression Tests 

9. The specimens were tested in a Karol-Warner Model KW 500 compres

sion machine driven by a Model KWDV-3 variable-speed drive. This unit was 

equip:ped with a Karol-Warner Model KW 37X Autosheai: r_ecox.der- which-had- been

modified to a full-scale capacity of 100 lb from the standard capacity of 

500 lb. The recorder draws a deformation-versus-load curve for each test 

on a strip chart in the following manner: (a) the deformation is recorded 

by advancing the strip chart with the same drive shaft which raises the 

lower platen of the compression machine, and (b) the load is recorded by 

moving a pen across the paper with a bellows actuated by a hydraulic load 
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cell mounted on the crosshead of the compression machine. The modification 

of this recorder (achieved by reducing the diameter of the hydraulic load 

cell without a corresponding reduction in the size of the bellows) resulted 

in unavoid~ble inaccuracies in the low range of loads and excessive defor

mation of the load cell. These problems were solved simultaneously by pre

stressing the load cell with three springs to 20 lb, thus reducing the 

f'ull-scale capacity of the recorder to 80 lb (2180-psf shear strength in a 

1-5/8-in.-square specimen). Since the load recorder on the strip chart 

could not be read more precisely than to the nearest pound, the undrained 

shear strengths given in this report could be in error by 10 to 20 psf. 

10. For specimens having an undrained shear strength greater than 

about 2100 psf, deformations were measured with a dial indicator and com

pressive loads were measured with a 100-lb proving ring. The accuracy of 

the undrained shear strengths computed from the proving ring readings 

should be comparable to that of the values computed from the recorder 

readings. 

11. Rates of strain were selected to ensure that at least 10 min of 

loading preceded failure, that is, the development of the maximum compres

sive stress. Each test was continued beyond failure to provide sufficient 

deformation to emphasize the mode of failure. The shear stress and axial 

strain at the end of-each test, as given in Appendix A, are helpful in in

terpreting the posttest radiographs and also provide an indication of the 

brittleness of the material. However, since the tests were ended at arbi

trary axial strains, the decrease in shear stress after failure is simi

larly arbitrary; the differentiation between brittle and plastic types of 

failure in Appendix A is based on comparing the entire stress-deformation 

curves and not just the decreases in shear stress. 

12. At the end of each unconfined compression test, the specimen was 

-cLasely-inspected With regard to surface expressions of geological features 

and the mode of failure. Sketches showing cracks, bulging, etc., were made 

of the four vertical faces of the specimen. The failure patterns that were 

sketched are reproduced and described in Appendix B. Each specimen was 

tightly wrapped in a lightweight resinite film to retain its natural water 

content. 
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Posttest Radiographs 

13. Within a maximum period of 2 hr after testing, each specimen was 
radiographed (a) in the same direction as the initial, pretest radiograph 
and (b) at a right angle to the initial radiograph. The second posttest 
radiograph was necessary to allow interpretation of modes of failure which 
had not occurred in the plane of the initial radiography. 

Properties of Test Specimens 

14. After being radiographed, each specimen was weighed to permit 
computation of the wet unit weight (based on the initial volume of the 
trimmed specimen). Then each specimen was oven-dried and reweighed to 
permit computation of the dry unit weight and water content. .The values 
that were obtained are tabulated as part of Appendix A. Graphical summa
ries were made of water contents, shear strengths, and their relationships 
to each other and to depth of sample. These were made for each of the dep
ositional envirorunents. The graphs appear as figures cited in the text. 
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PART III: EFFECTS OF GEOLCGICAL FEATURES 
ON STRENGTH VARIATIONS WITHIN SAMPLES 

15. Seemingly identical soils sometimes give highly varying test 

results. These varying results are termed erratic, and most of the time 

they are not adequately explained. Are they the result of hidden geologi

cal features in the soil? Can such features be identified prior to test

ing? Would such identifications provide a better way to select specimens 

for laboratory testing? An attempt was made to answer these questions. 

16. It is known that radiographs show many details in soils that are 

not apparent in visual examination.* These details include small fractures, 

delicate bedding planes, secondary mineralizations and nodular material, 

bits of organic matter, root patterns, small fossils, etc. Frequently 

these details vary enough that a specimen cut from one portion of a sample 

can incorporate features that are not·present in another portion of the 

same sample. Can such variations give what has been described as varying 

test results? 

17. Fig. 2 shows the variations that were recorded for shear 

strengths where multiple specimens were taken from each sample in a group 

of 33 samples. The depositional environments from which these samples were 

taken, their physical properties, and their shear behavior are summarized 

in Appendixes A and B. The measured strength differences vary from negli

gible to considerable. Differences of 30 psf were recorded for specimens 

taken from samples 2l6UE-8A, 2l6UE-9B, and 36BU-9A. These were on the low 

side. On the high side, differences of 890, 547, and 760 psf were found in 

samples BS5-63-5, 36BU-57D, and T43U-62-5, respectively. Some of the 

causes of the differences are discussed below. 

18. Fig. 3 illustrates three specimens (A, B, and C) taken from a 

sample of topstratum clay from boring PB2-63. In the photograph, the three 

specimens are practically identical in appearance. However, in the pretest 

radiograph, specimens A and B are seen to be thinly bedded and highly frac

tured, and they contain small voids produced by rotted organic matter. In 

* E. L. Krinitzsky, Radiography in the Earth Sciences and Soil Mechanics, 
Plenum Press, New York, 1970. 
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contrast, specimen C is massive, featureless clay. The strength values 
(Append.ix A) were.280 and 272 psf for specimens A and B, while specimen C 
had a strength of 819 psf. The failure pattern in the posttest radiographs 
and the patterns sketched in Appendix B indicate that the stratification 
and the preexisting fractures and voids contributed to a disintegration of 
specimens A and B. Failure in specimen C was not aided by preexisting 
features. Thus, specimen C was stronger than the others. 

19. Relationships such as these were found for nearly all of the 
samples that are shown in fig. 2 to have appreciable strength variations. 
Visual inspection did not show all of the features that were subsequently 
revealed in the rad.iographs, nor did visual examination show enough to 
allow categorization of relative strength behavior. The radiographs, how
ever, were useful for interpreting relative strength or weakness. Many 
samples also were completely uniform in the radiographs as wel~ as under 
visual examination. However, the radiographs were essential in order to be 
sure of this uniformity. 

20. The greatest influence on strength variability was that of frac
tures that were unseen by visual examination but revealed through radiog
raphy. Of the samples shown in fig. 2, the following contained hidden 
fractures: 

SamJ2le Strength 2 J2Sf SamJ2le Strength 2 J2Sf 

J6BU-22C 1020 to 1100 PB12-63-7 459 to 583 
36BU-27C 488 to 628 BSl-63-Y 565 to 742 
36BU-30D 1110 to 1200 BS5-63-5 1790 to 2680 
PB2-63-4 272 to 819 T43U-62-4 1060 to 1265 
PBl0-63-4 372 to lo65 T43U-62-5 350 to lllO 

21. Fig. 4 shows a fractured clay from a swale deposit, sample 
PBl0-63-4. The radiograph shows- all of· the sampie as fractured. However, 
some fractures are more pronounced than others. Specimen B has a more pro
nounced fracture than specimen A. Also, the fracture is along a more 
smooth and continuous plane than the fracture in specimen A. Specimen B 
was significantly weaker than A, i.e., 372 psf as opposed to 1065 psf. 
Note also the breakage patterns in the posttest radiographs and in Appen
dix A. Smooth, simple failure planes seem to be associated with weakness, 
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whereas complicated, irregular breakage is associated with strength. 

22. A similar set of relationships is shown in fig. 5 for a back

swamp clay in sample T43u-62-5. Though the radiograph shows many fine 

fractures in all of the specimens, specimen C has the most pronounced. It 

also was the weakest, i.e., 350-psf shear strength compared with shear 

strengths of 710 psf in specimen A and 1110 psf in specimen D. The post

test radiographs and the observations in Appendix B show a neat failure 

plane in specimen c. Patterns of failure for the strongest specimens, 

A and D, were much more complicated. Specimen B, with a strength of 

567 psf, was intermediate both in strength and complexity of breakage. 

The neat preexisting fracture shown in the pretest radiograph of specimen C 

could have been used as a prediction of simple failure. A similar fracture 

direction in the lower part of specimen D goes through only a corner of the 

specimen and does so incompletely. Note the badly fractured zone evident 

in the radiograph in the lower, unused portion of the sample. Strength 

of a specimen selected from this zone might have been even lower than 

350 psf. 

23. Nodular concretionary materials in specimens C and D seem not 

to have had any direct effect on failure patterns or strength properties. 

24. The effect of fractures on LaFourche prodelta clay, sample 

36BU-27C, is shown in fig. 6. Again, no breakage is seen in the photo

graph. The pretest radiograph shows discontinuous en echelon breakage in 

many areas of the sample. Of the two specimens taken, A incorporated a 

greater degree of fracturing than B. Specimen A had a shear strength of 

488 psf as compared with 628 psf for specimen B. The posttest radiographs 

show that preexisting fractures contributed to the failure patterns. 

25. Another sample in which there were preexisting fractures that 

could not be seen except in the radiograph was that from the St. Bernard 

prodelta cl~y, sample 36BU-30D tshown ±n ~i~. 7). In this case, both 

specimens A and B contained fractures, but they were better developed in 

specimen A. The shear strength difference was small, 1110 psf for A and 

1200 psf for B. It is possible that the pronounced fracture in A had been 

resealed and that it was not a plane of weakness. In the posttest radio

graph, the major slippage was along a bedding plane or possibly a fracture 
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parallel to the bedding. The influence of the bedding plane was noted also 

in Appendix B. Specimen B, however, did not fail along the bedding. Fail

ure occurred without the development of pronounced planes of slippage. 

26. Another example of very moderate strength difference where frac

tures were shown in the radiograph is sample 36BU-22C (see fig. 2 and the 

Appendixes). Specimen A, 1020 psf, had more pronounced fractures than B, 

1100 psf. Specimen B had a sealed contact plane between clays of differing 

densities. 

27. In sample PB12-63-7 the weak specimen, B (459 psf), had fractures 

which may have resulted from coring. The strong specimens, A (582 psf) and 

D (583 psf), had no fractures. 

28. Sample BSl-63-Y had a low strength value of 565 psf for speci

men A because of fractures. Specimen B, 742 psf, had no fractures. 

29. In sample BS5-63-5, specimen B had a shear strength ·of 1790 psf. 

This specimen had a zone of very fine fractures and was friable. Speci

men A had no fractures and a strength value of 2680 psf. 

30. In sample T43u-62-4, specimen A had fractures that resulted from 

desiccation. Its strength value was 1060 psf. Specimen B was not frac

tured and had a strength of 1265 psf. 

31. In all of the above examples, radiography revealed the presence 

of fractures that could not be seen visually. In the majority of cases, 

these fractures were related to weaknesses in the specimens. Where the 

weakening was appreciable, it could be predicted in every case by the 

radiography. 

32. The effects of bedding and other stratification were noted in 

the following samples. 

Sar.i.ple 

PB2-63-4 
PBll-63-9 
205UE-19D 

Strength, psf 

272 to 819 
985 to 1025 
222 to 308 

Sample 

36BU-47B 
36BU-51B 
36BU-57D • 

Strength, psf 

2100 to 2350 
2240 to 2570 
1683 to 2230 

33. Strength and weakness in sample PB2-63-4 have already· been de

scribed in terms of fractures (see fig. 3). However, the failure patterns 

in the posttest radiographs also showed multiple slippages that formed 
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along bedding planes. In both specimens the bedding planes were at angles 

to the a.xis of compression. These bedding planes probably also contributed 

to weakening of the specimens. 

34. The specimens in sample PBll-63-9 contained horizontal silt 

layers in clay. The two specimens resembled each other closely. Thus, 

their strength values, 985 and 1025 psf, were not greatly different, and 

their fracture patterns, shown in Appendix B, were similar as well. Radiog

raphy, in this case, helped to predict similarity between specimens. 

35. Sample 205UE-19D is illustrated in fig. 8. The radiograph re

veals a fine varve-like stratification in the clay. Also, there are num

erous irregular vertical fractures. Strengths varied from 222 psf in spec

imen A to 308 and 3CJ7 psf in B and C, respectively. All specimens appeared 

to be equally fractured. Specimens B and C were compressed with the bed

ding at right angles to the a.xis of compression. Specimen A was more mas

sive and it was compressed at an angle. The breakage patterns shown in the 

posttest radiographs and in the drawings in Appendix B indicate that the 

preexisting fractures determined the failure patterns and that the strati

fication, perpendicular to the axis of compression, had hardly any influ

ence. Specimen A was weakest. There was nothing in the radiographic fea

tures to suggest this weakening. The strength measurement may have been 

erratic, or the lack of correlation may have been due to the angle at which 

the specimen was taken. 

36. Sample 36BU-47B is illustrated in fig. 9. It is a massive clay 

in which some turbulence features are seen in specimen A, whereas none are 

present in B. The strength was 2350 psf for A and 2100 psf for B. 

37. Sample 36BU-51B showed a strength of 2240 psf for specimen A and 

2570 psf for B. Specimen A had fine horizontal layering and a very fine 

horizontal fracture zone. Specimen B was massive. 

38. -Strength tests of sample 36BU-57D yielded 1683 psf in specimen A 

and 2230 psf in B. Specimen A had slight stratification and some fine bur

rows; B was a massive and featureless clay. Moisture in these specimens 

varied from 45.0 percent in A to 26.7 percent in B. The moisture variation 

may have been caused by the features noted in the radiograph, but more ex

perience is needed for such determination. A nondestructive moisture 
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scanning unit might be a useful supplement for radiography if there is a 
need for such determinations. 

39. The effects of roots and root voids on multiple specimens were 
noted in the following samples. 

Sam;Ele Strength 2 ESf Sam:Ele Strength 2 :ESf 

T43u-62-6 2950 to 3170 BS5-63-5 1790 to 2680 
T43U-62-8 716 to 998 PB12-63-3 950 to 1350 
216UE-8A loBO to 1110 CP3-63-4 673 to 860 
237UE-21A 688 to 780 

40. Very obviously, a large fragment of soft rotted organic matter 
embedded in a clay will impart a local weakness to a specimen. Figures 17 
and 50 illustrate this condition produced by large, random organic frag
ments. However, no multiple specimens of that sort were tested, as the ex
periments would have been too simplistic. 

41. The experiments were run to study the effects of subtle disturb
ances to the soils that resulted from finely disseminated organic matter. 
All of the samples tabulated in paragraph 39 were of this sort. 

42. In sample T43u-62-6, specimen A (2950 psf) incorporated root 
voids while B (3170 psf) did not. The radiograph showed this distinction 
clearly. It was not apparent otherwise. Moisture contents were 32.6 per
cent for A and 23.8 percent for B. These moisture changes are closely re
lated to the amounts of organic matter. 

43. Sample T43u-62-8 showed a shear strength contrast of 998 psf in 
specimen B to 758 psf in A and 716 psf in C. Specimens A and C contained 
zones of disturbance by a root; B was undisturbed. Here again, these fea
tures were shown in pretest radiography. 

44. Sample 216UE-8A showed an insignificant variation in strength. ··. 
The sample (fig, lO) contained a fine-ly disseminated- p-attern of-root pene
trations that were uniformly spread throughou£ the sample. Radiography 
identified this condition also. Subsequent breaka,ge of the specimens (see 
the posttest radiographs and Appendix B) was unrelated to preexisting frac
tures or to the roots. 'Where roots are finely distributed and are uniform 
throughout the sample, the specimens behave as if they were homogeneous. 
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45. Sample 237UE-21A had a small root fragment in specimen B 
(688 psf) and less organic matter in A (780 psf). The distinction was 
noted in the pretest radiograph. 

46. Sample BS5-63-5 (fig. 11) showed a very high shear strength con
trast, with 2680 psf in specimen A and 1790 psf in B. The weakness in B 
resulted from incipient fractures. In this case, the pretest radiograph 
did not reveal the resulting high contrast in strengths. Organic matter 
was uniform in both specimens. 

47. Sample PB12-63-3 (fig. 12) also showed a high contrast in 
strength, i.e. 1350 psf for specimen A and 950 psf for B. Weakness in B 
may have been attributable, at least partially, to orientation of the spec
imen at an angle to the vertical a.xis of the sample and to preexisting in
cipient fractures. However, the organic matter was finely and evenly dis
seminated throughout. The pretest radiograph did not predict the differ
ence in strength. The patterns of failure in the posttest radiographs and 
in Appendix B were not predicted either. 

48. Sample CP3-63-4 (fig. 13) was a very thinly bedded clayey silt. 
Weakening in specimen B (673 psf versus 860 psf in A) was the result of 
compression at an angle to the bedding. The specimens contained individual 
roots that were long, thin, and irregularly distributed. They also were 
not plentiful. These roots, which are apparent in the radiographs but not 
in a visual inspection, had no effect on either the strengths or the pat
terns of failure. 

49. The remaining samples in fig. 2 showed up as un~form material in 
the pretest radiographs. _ Their subsequent strength test results varied as 
follows. 

SamEle Strength 2 ESf SamEle Strength 2 ESf 

-FGJ:-63~3 318 ·to 379 216UE-9B 314 to 345 
FCl-63-9 912 to 970 216UE-11B 771 to 778 
T43U-62-3 835 to 870 PBll-63-9 985 to 1025 
CP3-63-4 673 to 860 PBll-63-11 760 to 850 
CP3-63-9 775 to 845 36BU-9A 250 to 280 
BS4-63-5 1420 to 1590 36BU-41B 1600 to 1680 
205UE-19D 222 to 308 36BU-48C 1915 to 1980 
216UE-8A 1080 to 1110 
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50. Deviations from predictable uniformity were pronounced in sam

ples CP3-63-4 and 205UE-19D. These deviations could not have been pre

dicted by using radiography. 

51. Srunple 205UE-19D had a pronounced contrast in moisture content, 

i.e. 38.9 percent versus 48.6 percent. Pretest scanning of moisture irreg

ularity within the sample would have been needed to supplement the 

radiography. 
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PART IV: EFFECTS OF GEOLCGICAL FEATURES 
ON GENERAL STRENGTH ASSOCIATIONS 

52. The extent of strength variability in individual samples and its 

possible causes were discussed in the preceding section. Following are 

some of the variations that were recorded for groups of samples from repre

sentative depositional environments of the Lower Mississippi Valley. These 

deposits are described generally in table l. The sedimentary units are 

further divisible into facies based on subenvironments that existed during 

deposition. 

53. Sedimentary units selected from the deltaic plain for testing 

were as follows : 

a. Balize-Plaquemines interdistributary 

b. Balize-Plaquemines prodelta 

c. LaFourche prodelta 

d. St. Bernard prodelta 

e. Pre-St. Bernard prodelta 

f. Pleistocene 

g. _; Atchafalaya backswamp-lake facies 

h. A tchafalaya backswamp-poorly drained swamp facies 

For many of the samples, more than one specimen was prepared for testing. 

Test data obtained for these specimens are listed in Appendixes A and B. 

54. Balize-Plaquemines, LaFourche, St. Bernard, and pre-St. Bernard 

refer to delta complexes of the Mississippi River. The deltaic plain con

tains a series of these delta complexes or subdeltas that are interleaved 

in relation to each other as a result of shifts of the Mississippi River 

from one portion of the deltaic plain to another. Balize-Plaquemines re

fers to the delta complex formed by the modern Mississippi River during 

the past lOOO years. The LaFourche delta complex had its center to the 

west of the modern Mississippi River, though its sediments extend into the 

area of the modern delta. The LaFourche sediments were laid down approxi

mately 1000 to l800 years ago. The St. Bernard delta was east of the 

LaFourche and was developed approximately l800 to 2800 years ago. Pre-

st. Bernard refers to unspecified deposits older than St. Bernard, that is, 
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more than 2800 years ago, but no more than 5000 years ago. Pleistocene 
deposits were exposed to subaerial erosion and oxidation when sea level was 
lower than present during the development of the Late Wisconsin ice sheet. 

55. The Atchafalaya backswamp deposits formed between two meander 
belts that 0ordered an elongate freshwater basin situated in the deltaic 
plain. Thus, it is an alluvial valley feature, though it developed in the 
deltaic plain. Deposition was in shallow water that alternated between 
swamp conditions and shallow lakes; hence, the lake and swamp facies. 

56. The remainder of the samples from the alluvial valley were as 
follows: 

a. Abandoned course deposits. Those deposits that have accumu
lated in a former stretch of the Mississippi River after the 
river has left its meander belt to occupy a position in an
other part of the alluvial valley. 

b. Point bar topstratum. The layer of fine-grained sediments 
that form the upper section of meander belt accretion 
topography. 

c. Point bar swales. The narrow, arcuate fillings of fine
grained materials that develop between accretion bars. 

d. Backswamp. The deposit of fine-grained materials built up 
by floodwaters in low-lying areas adjacent to meander 
belts. 

e. Clay plugs. The deposits formed when oxbow lakes, developed 
by meander-loop cutoffs, are eventually filled. 

The above deposits are representative of the major types of fine-grained 
sediments found in and adjacent to meander belts of the alluvial valley of 
the lower Mississippi River (see table 1). 

Balize-Plag_uemines Interdistributary 

57. Nine spec-imemr from eight samples of Balize-Plaq_uemines inter
distributary sediments from boring 36BU were examined and tested at 'WES. 
Boring 36BU was made along the Mississippi River, 36 miles above Head of 
Passes. Samples ranged from massive, fat clays to thinly bedded clay silts, 
some with cross-bedding. 

58. Specimens from other samples taken from boring 36BU were tested 
in the laboratory of the U. S. Army Engineer District, New Orleans (NOD). 
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Results of tests by both WES and NOD for all the depositional envirorunents 

in boring 36BU are shown in figs. 14 and 15. Fig. 14 shows water content 

versus depth, and fig. 15 shows water content versus undrained shear 

strength. Fig. 16 shows WES and NOD data for undrained shear strength ver

sus depth for the Balize-Plaquemines interdistributary. Water contents 

were highly erratic, i.e., from about 35 to 175 percent, with an extreme 

condition of 270 percent (see fig. 14). Strength values also were erratic, 

though they general~ increased with depth (figs. 15 and 16). 

59. Fig. 16 shows the ranges in strength values that were measured. 

Note that 2A(A) is the weakest specimen shown. In addition to its shallow 

depth of burial, it also contained considerable organic matter. Fig. 17 

illustrates the appearance of the organic matter in the radiograph in con

trast to its nonappearance under visual inspection. Failure of the speci

men was determined at least in part by the position of organic matter. 

60. Samples 16D, 18C, and 19D also had distinctly lower strengths 

than the general trend of values. The cause of their weakness was the 

presence of fine silt layers, bedding planes, and turbulence features. 

These show up well on the radiographs. 

61. Variations in the test results from samples tested in the NOD 

laboratory are probably explainable by geological features discussed in the 

preceding part of this report. 

Balize-Plaquemines Prodelta 

62. Seven specimens from six samples of Balize-Plaquemines prodelta 

sediments from boring 36BU were examined and tested. The shear strength 

values of these specimens (WES samples) varied from 540 to 1398 psf. The 

values varied irregularly and were not a function of depth (see figs. 14, 

15, and 18). 

83. All the samples were moderately to highly fractured, dark gray, 

calcareous, fat clays. Water content values increased generally with depth. 

Dry density decreased with depth. The three uppermost WES samples exhib

ited plastic failure, while the three lowermost samples exhibited brittle 

failure. 

64. Sample 36BU-22C exhibited contrasting soil densities along 
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opposite sides of a shear plane (see fig. 19). The sample, however, was 

relatively stronger than others (fig. 18) because of its relatively low 
water content (see Appendix A). The shear plane and density changes in the 
clay did not contribute to weakening of the specimens. It is assumed that 

the shear plane was resealed and did not behave as a plane of weakness. 
Posttest radiographs and Appendix B show that other smaller but more open 

(not resealed) fractures contributed to failure. 

65. Sample 36BU-23A was singularly weak. Fig. 20 shows that it con
tained several slightly open fractures. Here again, these fractures could 
be seen in the radiograph but not in the photograph. The failure pattern 
in the posttest radiograph seemed partly determined by the pretest frac

tures. The visually observed failure pattern in Appendix B was not as 

clear. There was a suggestion that some of the pretest fractures were 
closed during compression. 

66. The strongest sample was 36BU-26B. It also was broken by frac
tures though they were short and discontinuous. These fractures are shown 
in the radiograph in fig. 21 but are not visible in the photograph. Fail
ure was determined by a preexisting fracture (see Appendix B). Moisture 

content was 45.4 percent. There was no apparent reason for the high 

strength. This sample must be considered as anomalous. 

LaFourche Prodelta 

67. Five specimens from four samples of LaFourche prodelta sediments 
from boring 36BU were examined and tested. Shear strength values of these 

specimens varied from 356 to 733 psf. 

68. All of the samples were dark gray, calcareous fat clays. Water 

content values ranged from 49.3 to 64.1 percent. Sample 27D exhibited 
brittle failure; the others exhibited plastic failure. 

69. All the samples exhibited stratification. Much of the stratifi
cation was tilted at angles up to 60 deg from the horizontal. All of the 

samples were highly fractured in the original condition, and all of the 

specimens failed along planes that were relatable to preexisting fractures. 
70. Variation in strengths within the same sample was 140 psf for 
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sample 27C and 205 psf for 28C (see fig. 22). In 27C, the weaker specimen 

contained silt lenses. Sample 26D, with an abundance of small fractures, 

was weakest. The strongest sample, 28A, was a massive fat clay. 

71. These distinctions between massive clay, stratified clay, and 

the presence or absence of fractures determined the strength properties and 

could be made only on the radiographs. 

St. Bernard Prodelta 

72. Nine specimens from seven samples of St. Bernard prodelta sedi

ments from boring 36BU were examined and tested. Shear strengths in four 

specimens from the upper 15 ft varied between 620 and 1200 psf (fig. 23). 

Shear strengths in five specimens from the lower 18 ft varied between 1225 

and 2100 psf. 

73. All of the WES samples were dark gray, calcareous, fat clays and 

contained extensive fracturing. Water contents in the lower, stronger 

specimens varied between 34 and 39 percent; water contents in the upper 

specimens varied between 45 and 53 percent. Dry density values in the 

lower specimens varied between 67.8 and 76.7 psf. All of the samples ex

cept 43B and 44D exhibited brittle failures. 

74. Fractures were revealed by radiography in all of the specimens 

examined at WES, including 44D, which was the strongest. Fig. 24 shows a 

comparison between the appearance of fractures in the radiograph and in the 

photograph for specimen 42A(A). Failure (see the posttest radiograph and 

the sketch in Appendix B) occurred along a preexisting plane plus a plane 

that was newly developed. A comparison for the strongest specimen, 44D(A), 

is shown in fig. 25. Failure was controlled entirely by the shear plane 

seen in the pretest radiograph. Des_pite its _prominence, it was not seen 

adequately in the photograph. 

75. The water contents in Appendix A show that moisture is the im

portant controller of strength. A supplementary nondestructive scanning of 

the moisture in these samples would have helped to classify the weak versus 

the strong specimens prior to testing. There is another element. Moisture 

occurs irregularly in these materials even within the restricted volumes of 
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the test specimens. A measure of the concentration of moisture on or near 
the pretest fracture planes would be an important clue to predicting 

strength conditions. 

Pre-St. Bernard Prodelta 

76. Nine specimens from six samples of pre-St. Bernard prodelta sed

iments from boring 36BU were examined and tested. Shear strengths of these 
specimens varied between 1915 and 2630 psf. Data from WES tests of the 
specimens are shown along with NOD data in fig. 26. 

77. All samples were dark grey, calcareous, fat clays. Some had 
fine silt leyers, and there were some shell fragments. Water contents and 
dry densities showed relatively small variations (see Appendix A). All of 

the samples except 48c and 51B exhibited brittle fractures. 

78. Both the presence and absence of fracture patterns and the pres

ence and absence of thin silt laminations in the clay were determinable from 
the radiographs, though they were not evident in the visual examinations. 

79. The fracture patterns developed at failure were relatable to 
preexisting fractures in five of the specimens: 47B(B), 48C(A,B), 51B(A), 
and 51C. Sample 51C failed partially along a silt layer. At failure, 
specimen 48C(A) developed a fracture parallel to what appeared to be a tur

bulence pattern. The remaining samples exhibited no fractures at failure 
that were relatable to any preexisting features. Sample 46c, the weakest 
sample, was the most extensively stratified sample of the group (see 

fig. 27). Sample 47c, the strongest sample, was the least stratified, most 
massive sample of the group (fig. 28). 

80. The overall spread of strength values (fig. 26) ranged from 1340 

to 2660 psf. Sample 48c showed a spread o:F 65 psf, 47B a spread of 250 psf, 
and 51B a spread of 330 psf. In 47B, the weaker specimen (B) failed along 
preexisting fractures; the stronger specimen (A) had no such preexisting 
fractures. Sample 48c showed a similar relationship, though not so clearly. 

Again, in sample 51B, preexisting fractures were manifest in the weaker 
specimen (A) but not in the stronger (B). 
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Pleistocene 

Bl. Four specimens from three samples of Pleistocene sediments from 

boring 36BU were examined and tested. Shear strengths varied from 824 to 

2230 psf (fig. 29); water contents varied from 27 to 45 percent. All of 

the samples were gray, calcareous clays. All of the specimens except spec

imen 57D(A) exhibited a plastic failure. 

82. Again, many details were observed by radiography although visu

ally all of the samples were featureless clays. 

83. Sample 57D showed a strength variation from 1683 psf in speci

men A to 2230 psf in specimen B. Specimen A failed along a preexisting 

fracture plane. The failure was partly influenced by a horizontal silt 

layer and a horizontal carbon-rich layer. Several fine burrows had no in

fluence. Specimen Blacked these features and had no preexisting fractures. 

These distinctions were visible only by radiography. 

84. The weakest sample, 55C, exhibited a fracture at failure which 

was influenced by inclined bedding. This bedding, produced by silt layers 

in the clay, is best seen in the pretest radiograph in fig. 30. The next 

weakest sample, 58A, failed along a preexisting fracture (see fig. 31). 

This fracture also is seen in the pretest radiograph but is inadequately 

suggested in the photograph. The pretest radiograph also shows a gastropod 

shell and a shell fragment. Such inclusions can be missed where radiog

raphy is not available. 

Atchafalaya Backswamp, Lake Facies 

85. Eleven specimens from seven samples from four borings were ex

amined and tested for ztrength -propert-ies . The borings were -along -the 

Atchafalaya Basin protection levee system. Shear strengths of these speci

mens generally varied from 222 to 780 psf; one specimen had a shear strength 

of 1230 psf. 

86. This considerable spread of values is shown in figs. 32, 33, and 

34 in terms of shear strengths, depth, and water content. Samples with 

multiple specimens are shown in fig. 2. Significantly, there is no 
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meaningful relationship with depth of burial, and the water content is ex

tremely erratic, i.e. from 30 to 87 percent. Within the samples from which 
multiple specimens were taken, water contents varied 10 percent in 205UE-19D 
and 9 percent in 237UE-21A. The causes of these variations were differ
ences in depositional conditions. Sample 205UE-19D was partly massive clay 
and partly varved clay; there were varying degrees of drying or wetting as

sociated with fracture development, and some specimens had varying quanti
ties of organic inclusions. 

87. The samples ranged from massive clay with abundant organic mate

rial to varved and bedded clays with little or no organic content. Six 

samples exhibited plastic failure, and five samples exhibited brittle 

failure. 

88. In all cases, radiography was necessary for determining deposi
tional and deformational features and for obtaining reliable indic_ations of 
the abundance and condition of organic matter. A scan of the photographs 

and pretest radiographs in figs. 35, 36, and 37 shows the ability of radi
ography to pick out roots, fractures, and bedding in fig. 35, organic mat
ter, bedding, and secondary mineralization in fig. 36, and bedding and very 
fine fractures in fig. 37. 

89. The strongest sample was 216UE-23C (fig. 35) with a strength of 
1230 psf. Though it was a finely bedded, varved, lake deposit, the sample 
had been considerably penetrated by roots that reached into the beds from 

above. These roots, when they we~e alive, preconsolidated the deposit by 
removing moisture through transpiration. Tiny discontinuous fractures per

pendicular to one of the roots indicate an exceptionally pronounced drying 
effect. However, the water content of that sample at the time of testing, 

42.9 percent, was not excessively small. It is presumed that a reentrance 

of moisture into some of the root voids occurred after the roots rotted. 

But the preconsolidation effect remained. 

90. One of the weak samples was 237UE-11D (fig. 36). It was a 
varved clay in which root effects were not pronounced. Organic matter in 

the upper half of the sample was bedded, thus indicating redeposition 

rather than in-place growth. Its water content was 55.4 percent and its 
undrained shear strength was 282 psf. 
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91. Sample 205UE-l9D (see fig. 8 and Appendix A) was weakest wi'th a 
shear strength of 222 psf in specimen A. The sample was generally weak be
cause of the varved condition and the presence of silt laminations within 
the clay. Specimen A was weaker than C because of preexisting vertical 
fractures in A and their absence in C (see Appendix B). Anomalously, spec
imen B also had preexisting vertical fractures, but it was as strong as 
specimen C. 

92. Samples 222UE-26c and 237UE-29B had numerous fine preexisting 
fractures. In addition, 237UE-29B was varved (see fig. 37). These samples 
were relatively weak (fig. 34). 

93. Sample 237UE-2lA did not fail along preexisting features except 
to a very minor extent in specimen A (see Appendix B). 

Abandoned Course 

94. Five specimens from two samples from one boring in abandoned 
course sediments were examined and tested. The boring was from the Yazoo 
Basin. Shear strengths of the specimens varied from 3l8 to 970 psf. Mois
ture and strength relationships are shown in figs. 38, 39, and 40. Data 
for the specimens are shown also in fig. 2. 

95. The two samples were composed of different materials. The upper 
sample, FCl-63-3, was a sandy, silty clay of high density and relatively 
low water content. The lower sample, FCl-69-9, was a low-density clay with 
relatively high water content. 

96. Specimen FCl-63-9(A) appeared to have failed only partially 
along a disk which may have formed a preexisting plane of weakness. Speci
men FCl-63-9(B) showed no readily identifiable relationship with preexist
ing fractures (see Appendix B). 

97, The specimens in sample FCl-63-3 were considerably churned by 
fine roots, and root desiccation had imparted a crumbly texture to the 
specimens. The sample's breakage pattern suggests that, where specimens 
are so considerably disturbed by fine roots and desiccation, they fail as 
if they are homogeneous materials. These conditions are identifiable by 
pretest radiography. 
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Point Bar Topstratum 

98. Nine specimens from four samples from four borings were exam
ined and tested. Borings were from the Yazoo Basin. The samples were gray, 
calcareous, fat clays with iron oxide stains and concretionary matter. 
There was much discontinuous fracturing, slickensiding, and decomposed 
fine organic matter. 

99. Figs. 41, 42, and 43 show the relations between water content, 
strength, and depth. Water content was in the relatively narrow range of 
27 to 35 percent. There were variations of 1 to 5 percent within individ
ual samples. Shear strengths varied between 272 and 3420 psf. Data for 
all of the samples are shown also in fig. 2. 

100. Again, radiography proved to be essential for identifying pre
existing fractures, the presence of organic matter, sedimentation patterns, 
and other details. 

101. The strength variation between specimens of given samples (see 
fig. 43 and Appendix A) ranged from 272 to 819 psf in PB2-63-4 to an insig
nificant 3320 to 3420 psf in PB9-63-3. Intermediate spreads of approxi
mately 400 psf were found in specimens of samples PB14-63~3 and PBl2-63-3. 
Strengths of these samples were in the 1000- to 1400-psf region. These 
samples are shown comparatively in fig. 2. 

102. The variation in strength between specimens A and B in sample 
PB9-63-3 was negligible. 

103. In sample PB14-63-3, specimen A failed more readily than B, 
i.e., at 999 psf versus 1340 psf, because there were preexisting fractures 
in A (see Appendix B). 

104. Sample PB12-63-3 was weaker in specimen B (950 psf) than in 
A (1350 psf). B failed along a subp-ara:llel group of preexrsting fractures 
(Appendix B); A failed in a manner that was not relatable to preexisting 
conditions. 

105. Sample PB2-63-4 showed strengths of 280, 272, and 819 psf in 
specimens A, B, and C, respectively. These are illustrated in fig._ 3. 
Specimen C was strongest because of depositional and structural weaknesses 
in A and B. 
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106. Though these were very few samples for appraising a depositional 

envirorunent, they are suggestive that radiography is useful for supplemen

tary pretest evaluations. 

Point Bar Swale 

107. Eleven specimens from four samples from three borings were ex

amined and tested for a point bar swale environment in the Yazoo Basin. 

Shear strengths varied between 459 and 1065 psf. 

108. Samples were massive to thin-bedded clays and silts that con

tained concretionary matter and finely disseminated organic remains and 

root voids. 

109. Preexisting fractures determined the failure planes in speci

mens A and B of sample PBl0-63-4. Fig. 4 shows the appearance of these 

fractures and nature of radiography for revealing them. The remaining nine 

specimens showed no important relationships between preexisting features 

and strength properties and manner of failure. 

110. Relationships between moisture, depth, and strength are sum

marized in figs. 44, 45, and 46. 

111. The relevance of radiography to the samples whose strengths 

are plotted in fig. 46 is that it predicted the considerable weakness found 

in sample PBl0-63-4. It was generally nondiagnostic for the remaining sam

ples; however, those samples were mostly without internal variations. 

Backswamp (Alluvial Valley) 

112. Twenty-two specimens from 11 samples of backswamp sediments in 

8 borings were examined and tested. Borings were in the Yazoo Basin. 

113. The samples represented a wide variety of materials. Most 

samples were of gray, massive, fat clays with limonite stains. Some had 

calcareous or limonitic concretions; some were blocky in texture; some had 

organic material that varied from fine to coarse and was either decomposed 

or woody; some were silty or sandy; and some were desiccated. 

114. Relationships of moisture content, strength, and depth are 
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shown in figs. 47, 48, and 49. Water content ranged from 23.8 to 46.l per

cent, and shear strengths from 350 to 3l70 psf. Preconsolidation by drying 

soon after deposition, varying contents of organic matter, and varying de

velopment of fractures account for these rather large variations. Samples 

with multiple specimens are shovm also in fig. 2. Most specimens failed in 

a brittle manner. 

ll5. A weak sample, BS-l-63-Y, was the only sample that exhibited 

stratification. Another even weaker sample, T43u-62-5, had the highest 

water content. The remainder, except for samples BS-5-63-5, T43U-62-6, and 

T43U-62-3, had such features as high organic contents, calcareous concre

tions, and preexisting fractures (see Appendix B). 

ll6. Six specimens, T43u-62-2, BS-4-63-5(A), and T43u-62-5(A,B,C, 

and D), sppear to have failed along preexisting fracture planes (see 

fig. 5). Two specimens, BS-1-63-Y(A) and T43U-62-4(B), failed alqng weak

nesses contributed by roots. The remaining samples did not show clear re

lationships between preexisting features and subsequent failure. 

ll7. Many of the preexisting fracture and root patterns were so 

finely developed and were so evenly distributed that specimens failed as 

if they were homogeneous materials. Fig. ll (sample BS5-63-5) illustrates 

the considerable homogeneity that patterns of decomposed roots can contrib

ute. In contrast, fig. 50 (T43U-62-2(A)) shows the appearance of organic 

matter of irregular sizes in the radiograph; these are not visible at all 

in the photograph. 

118. Radiography seems to be an essential aid for determining the 

complex geological features found in this environment. 

Clay Plug (Alluvial Valley) 

ll9. Six specimens from four samples from two borings of clay plug 

deposits were examined and tested. The borings were from the Yazoo Basin. 

The samples varied from massive clays to thinly bedded clays with layers of 

sand and silt. Water content values decreased slightly with depth .. All of 

the specimens except specimens A and B of sample CP-3-63-4 exhibited brit

tle failure. 
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120. Most samples were featureless under radiography prior to test

ing. Thus there was a lack of characteristics that would have been related 

to subsequent failure. Fig. 13 shows an example of the characteristic mas

siveness of these deposits. The extremely fine layering is thought to be 

carbonates in the clay. Failure was unrelated to this feature. Fig. 51 

shows a fine, truncated bedding in the radiograph but nothing in the photo

graph. Failure occurred along one of these bedding planes. 

121. Relationships between strength, water content, and depth are 

shown in figs. 52, 53, and 5L~. Strength did not change meaningfully with 

depth. For sample CP3-63-4, specimen A developed an undrained shear 

strength of 860 psf compared to 673 psf for specimen B. There were no sig

nificant preexisting structural features. The stronger specimen broke in a 

more complicated manner than the weaker. The radiograph provided no way of 

predicting this tendency toward complicated versus simple breakage in fea

tureless specimens. Failure in sample CP3-63-9 was along preexisting frac

tures. The stronger specimen A broke in a more complicated pattern than B. 

Atchafalaya Backswamp (Poorly Drained Swamp Facies) 

122. Nine specimens from seven samples of poorly drained swamp sedi

ments from boring 2l6UE were examined and tested. The boring was from the 

Atchafalaya Basin. 

123. All of the samples were gray or brown fat clays with large 

amounts of organic material. Some samples were stained with limonite, and 

others had incipient calcareous concretions. Water content values varied 

over a wide range, i.e., 33 to 111 percent (fig. 55). Six of the nine spec

imens exhibited brittle failure, but no relationship was identifiable with 

either water content or strength pr_operties_. 

124. The relations of water content to undrained shear strength and 

shear strength to depth are shown in figs. 56 and 57, respectively. 

125. Failure along preexisting fracture surfaces was observed in 

samples 2l6UE-7A, -9A, and -10::::. Failures that were influenced or con

trolled by the presence of organic matter were observed in four additional 
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samples: 216UE-9B(A,B), -13A, and -llA. These features could be seen ef

fectively only in the radiographs. 

126. Fig. 58 (sample 216UE-l~) shows the appearance in a radiograph 

of abundant, partly stratified organic matter of comparatively large size. 

The manner of failure is clearly relatable to some of the large organic 

pieces. Radiography seems essential for evaluating these conditions 

effectively. 

127. Strength values (figs. 56 and 57) varied from 314 to 1140 psf. 

The relationships between water content and strength do not follow a clear 

trend. The complications are with organic matter, which adds appreciably 

to the apparent moisture content but does not necessarily have a correspond

ing effect on soil strength. The variance of strengths in different speci

mens of the same samples was not pronounced. 
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PART V: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

128. The soil types that were reviewed in this study encompass most 
of the fine-grained sedimentary deposits found in the alluvial and deltaic 

deposits of the Lower Mississippi Valley. In all of these deposits, X rays 
proved to be generally effective in revealing geological features that were 

not observable by other means. The features that were thus revealed in

cluded preexisting fractures produced by desiccation and by shear, bedding 

and varve-like features, turbulent deposits and massive sedimentary layers, 
secondary mineralizations and concretions, the presence of organic matter 

and fossil remains, animal burrows, and, sometimes, disturbances introduced 

into the samples by coring and handling. Identification of these features 
prior to laboratory testing of samples has the potentiality for making lab

oratory testing more accurate by restricting or explaining the erratic re

sults that often are produced. 

129. Even if samples are featureless, as sometimes happens, the ra

diographic examination is a necessary step to establish that the feature
less condition is a certainty. 

130. Two or more specimens from samples having multiple geological 
features were tested for their undrained unconfined compressive strengths. 
Strength variability within samples was found to be insignificant at times 

(1110 to 1200 psf in sample 36BU-30D) to enormous (350 to 1110 psf in sam

ple T43u-62-5). 

131. The greatest general influence on strength variability was 

shovm to be hidden fractures. Their presence or absence in the specimens 
that happen to be cut out of a sample for testing may greatly affect the 

results. Only radiography can identify these fractures satisfactorily 

when the materia.J..s are Tine grained. Rarely, fractures in soils can be 

seen by radiography but testing shows that these fractures have been re

sealed so that they do not behave as incipient surfaces for deformation. 

132. Bedding planes, especially where silt laminations are contained 
in clays, provide planes of weakness. Beds perpendicular to the axis of 

compression do not contribute to weakness as do beds sampled at an angle to 

the axis of compression. Cross-laminations and turbulence features 
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contribute to greater weakening in testing than do the horizontal laminar 

beds. Radiography is usei\11 in picking out these relationships. 

133. The presence of irregular masses of organic matter in clays 

contributes greatly to local weaknesses in specimens. However, the former 

penetration of roots may have occurred uniformly, and their presence would 

have had a preconsolidation effect through drying of the soil by transpira

tion through the plants. Experience in working with radiographs can make 

it possible to identify these conditions. 

134. It was found also that where specimens were very extensively 

penetrated by fine roots, or were desiccated and fractured so extensively 

that the materials had a crumbly texture, they behaved under compression as 

if they were homogeneous materials. 

135. Most minor accumulations of secondary mineralizations do not 

affect strength properties. These include calcareous concentrations that 

show up in the radiographs but in the specimens are cut easily by piano 

wire and do not show up visually. This is true also for limonite concen

trations around roots that are seen only in radiographs. However, larger, 

better formed concretions can influence the shapes of specimen breakage and 

the resulting relative strengths. Experience with radiographs would enable 

an operator to predict these conditions. 

136. In general, radiography was found to be a useful tool for ob

serving geologic features that normally are never observed in the soils 

testing laboratory. It was found that these features contributed signif

icantly to the strength properties of the test specimens. These relation

ships prevailed in all of the major depositional environments of the Lower 

Mississippi Valley. 
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AllJJV1AL ' 
VALU:Y 

~ 

'rol'STRAWM: 
Complex,. co he- · 
sive,. mostly 
fine-grained 
sediments com
prising the 
u:pper portion 
of the a.11.uvial 
fill 

SUBSTRAWM: 
Noncohesive, 
coarse- to 
medium-grained 
sediments com
prising the 
lower portion 
of the al.lu
vial fill 

Table 1 

Major Sedimentary Deposits in the Lower Mississinoi Valley 

ERADJED STREAM DEPOSITS: 
Complex interlayered clays, silts, and fine 
sands. Thickness approximately 40 t't. 
Arron deposits: Alluvial aprons :fronting the 

valley va.l..ls. Composed of layers o'f rede• 
posited l.oeis:s.ial cla,yey silts, loam, and 
coarser detritus. Up to 25 ft or more thick, 
up to 4 or 5 inUes wide 

EACKSWAJ.!P DEPOSIT~: 
Clays to silty ielays. Extensive clayey layers 
developed in lo·W'-1.ying areas adjacent to meander 
belts.. From 35 ft thick in the northern pa.rt 
of valley to l2P f't thick in south. Accumula
tions of fin.est materials brought in by 
floodwaters 

MEA!IDER EELT DEPO!JITS: 
Natural levee: Silty clays and silty sands. 

Thin blanketipg veneer, 20 ft or less, over
lying other d~posits. Fo:nna natura1 dikes 
along banks of rivers. Widths o:f 1/2 to 
1-1/2 miles. ' Includes creva.sse deposits 
which resul.t from breaching of natural levee 
during nood. I Crevasses typieal..ly form den
d.ritic plltten1s of sedimentary veneers several 
square m11es ~ area1 -extent 

Abandoned channel (clay plues): High1y plastic 
clays and sil~y clays filling oxbow laJtes 
produced by c1.1toITs of meander loops. Clayey 
masses 70 to 120 ft thick. Silty in arms of 
abandoned loo~s 

At>endoned cours~: Sandy silts and clayey silts 
filling abandoned river courses. Depths to 
90 f't . 

Point bar, uwe~· rortion: Sands, with silty 
sands and som~ cla,y. Complex internal. pat
terns of depo~ition. Sediments laid down in 
growing point' bars; groups of point bars, 
containing ~erous swales, ma:y be many miles 
in extent. Thickness approximately 35 ft. 
Includes~ silts, clayey silts, and 
sandy silts which fill lovs between bars. 
Long, narrow, ·arcuate deposits often several 
miles in length, a fev hundred feet in ma.xi-

...._ mum width, with depths up to 60 1't 

,..,=ER EELT DEPOSITS: 
Point bar, lowe?· portion: Sands, sometimes con• 

taini.ng graveJ.s • Laid dow in growing point 
bars 1 

SANDS AND SANDS WITH GRAVEIS: 
Clean sands, al.:i:o sands with chert gravels in 
varying quantiu'.es. Sediments deposited prior 
to developnent c:,f Recent meander belts. May be 
Pleistocene to taz.l.y Recent in age. Maximum 

,.. thicknesses o:f ~ ft 

} 

Ca.lcereous loess: 
Uniform calcar
eous clayey 
silt, thickness 
10 to 100 f't on 
hill crests. 
Believed to be 
eolian end de-
rived ftom pres
ent and former 
braided strean:i 
deposits in the 
valley. Source 
of clayey silt 
fontlng alluv1a1 
apron 

DELTAIC 
FIAill 

-A small modern 

'-

bird's-root delta 
at the Mississippi 
River pa.sses plus 
six older and 
larger deltas, 
interleaved 'With 
each other, plus 
deposits of in
tervening areas 
of lakes and bays, 
swamps, beacbes, 
and ancient stream 
courses. Sedi
ments a.re 150 to 
700 f"t in total 
thickness and are 
predominantly 
clays. The west
ern part is under-
1ain by coarse
gra.ined substratum 
deposits lef't by 
an ancestral. Mis
sissippi River 
course when sea 
level. was lover 
than at present 

.....-Prod el ta: Homogeneous clays deposited otf'shore; ... 
thickness 50 to 600 f't 

Intradelta: Intricately interfingered clays, 
silts, and sands; coarse portion of subaqueous 
delta 1"orm.ed around major courses and distribu
taries. Thickness associated with present Jl.is
sissippi River course, 200 ft; with older 
courses, 25 to 100 :ft 

Inte?"distributary: Clays with minor amounts of 
silt,. sand, e.nd organic matter; thinly layered, 
"varved" appearance. De-posited between major 
distributaries. Thicknesses simllar to 
intradelta 
~ Watery organic ooze to firm organic silts 

and cl.eys. Forms on land surface of deltaic 
plain. JI.a.xi.mum thiekness 3o+ ft, average 10 f't 

Swarnu: Organic cle_ys -id.th silts and sands. Forms 
in inner borders of marsh subject to freshwater 
inundation. Thickness 3 to l.O ft 

Tidal channel: Organic cl.ey to tat clay tilllng 
abandoned tidal channels. Cross section 200 ft 
wide, 25 :ft deep 

Bay-sound: Sandy, silty clays, poorly strati-fled 
and ioottled; thickness 3 to 20 ft, avera.ge 15 ft 

Nearshore gulf': Sands with thin le.yers o:f shells, 
silt, cl.a.y; dep::n;ited in open ocean beyond bar
rier beaches. Thickness to 25 ft 

Point ba.r: Same e.s corresponding deposits in the 
alluvial valley but restricted to the more 
prominent bends o'f present and abandoned river 
courses; depths 100+ ft. Bedded fine-grained 
topstratum. 25 to 75 rt; clean sand substratum. 
Some de-posits consist e.lmost entirely of silt 

Natural levee: Narrow bands, l./4 to 1-1/2 miles 
wide, bordering present and abandoned river 
courses and distributa.ries. Layered fat and 
lean cleys and sandy silt. 'lhickness to 25 ft 
aJ.ong rivers; 5 ft or less along distributar1es 

Estue..ry: Sandy facies correlative with nea..rshore 
gulf' deposits but fil.llng minor va.ll.eys en
trenched into the underlying Plei&tocene surface 
~ Poorly stratified clays vi.th silt, sand, 

and shell; 2 to 25 f't thick 
Sand beach: Developed in areas bordering the 

open gul.f 'Where the delta. is nonactive. One 
mile vi.de to 10 miles 1ong; average 30 1't thick. 
Predominantly sand with some silt and shells 

Shell beach: Developed on landward shores of bays, 
sounds, and marshland lakes; 25 to 200 1't vi.de 
and 1-1/2 to 6 f't high. Chiefly shell material 
containing silt and sand 
~ Shell clusters developed principa.l.ly in bay .. 

&ound a.rea.s. Tens of feet to l./2 mile wide,. 
tens or m11es in length. Shell thicknesses 
average 5 to 10 ft 

Abandoned course: Abandoned Mississippi River 
courses, i/2 mile average vidth, 75 to 150 ft 
deep. Sandy material. in lower p::>rtion, silts 
e.nd. clays a.bove 

Abandoned distributary: Former distributa.ry che.n
nel up to 1000 ft wide, 10 to 55+ ft deep, 
filled with a wedge of fine sand to silty clay 
at the upstream. end which grades to clayey 

...._ sediments .J 

FORMER DELTAIC 
FLA IN 
Pleistocene 

clays: Cla\fs 
of former 
(pre-Recent) 
deltaic plain 
of the Y.issis
sippi River 
which under
lies the Re
cent depos
its. Laid 
down under 
environments 
similar to 
those in the 
Recent delta.ic 
plain. Clays 
were formerly 
subjected. to 
consolidation, 
subaerial 
erosion, des .. 
iccation, oxi• 
da.tion, and, 
subsequently, 
reduction by 
groundwaters 
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Fig. 57. Undrained shear strent:,rth versus depth, Atchafalaya 
backswamp (poorly drained swamp f'acies) 

Fig. 58. Atchafalaya backswe.mp (poorly drained swamp f'acies), 
boring 216UE-10C(A), depth 38 ft. Mixture of clay and :partly 
decomposed organics. Failure was along a preexisting slicken-

sided fracture and a thick root 



APPENDIX A 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIF.S OF TEST SPECIMENS 



Table Al 

!,ocA.tion of S":l.myile 
Boring Srunple Depth 
_l!2.!.... _l!2.!.... _.f!_ Visual Description of Srur.ple 

Properties of Test 
Specimens 

He.sults 

Water 
Con
tent 

d 
~ 

Undrained 
Density Stear 
1-;et Dry Strength 
...1'£!...E.S.!..~ 

Deltaic Plain 

Atchafalaya B•ckswfl!!ln (Swamr-Poor1y Drained): 

216UE 7A(A) 

8A(A) 
(B) 

9A(A) 

9JJ(A) 
(B) 

lCC(A) 

llA(A) 

13A(A) 

24 

28 

32 

33 

40 

Gray clay with organic materials 

Gray clay w1 th organic materials 

Cray clay w1 th slickensided fro.ctures 

Fat clay with large amount of fine and coarse 
organic material 

Brown mixture of clay nnd partially decorn ... 
posed· orgwrl.c s 

Cray mottled clay with organics, slicken
sided fractures 

48 Cray mixture of cley and partially decom
posed organics, fractured 

Atchafalnya B•ckswrunn (!,a.ke): 

216\JE 

23'/'UE 

205UE 

23'/'UE 

216UE 

222UE 

23'/UE 

llB(A) 
(B) 

llD(A) 

19D(A) 
(B) 
(C) 

21A(A) 
(B) 

23C(A) 

2(.c(A) 

29JJ(A) 

41 

44 

75 

81 

90 

102 

114 

Massive fat cla;r with disks 

Gray fat clay with organic materials, 
calcareous, bedding of silty clay in 
top portion 

Gray calcareous cla;r with thin lwnlnated 
silts 

Gra\f bedded fat clay wl th much preserved 
organic material. 

Gray calcareous clay with some organics 1 

highly :fractured with slickensided 
surfaces 

Gray silty clay and sandy silt with dis· 
continuous lruninae 

Calcareous bedded silty cley and clayey 
silt in bottom two-thirds. Top third 
was reddish sand with mica; limoni te 
stains in sand 

]q_lize-PlBJ)uernines Interdistributary: 

2A(A) 

5C(A) 

9'\(A) 
(B) 

12B(A) 

l3D(A) 

16D(A) 

18c(A) 

lSC(A) 

8 Cray clay with organics 

22 Gray calcareous lemina.ted silts and clays 

36 Grey massive calcareous clay with llmonite 
stains 

49 Grey calcareous lwnlnated cley with silt 
lenses 

55 Gray ma.ssive calcareous clay 

67 Gray calcareous clay interbedded with 
silts and sands 

74 Gray cal.careous laminated and cross· 
laminated s11 ts and clays 

78 Gray laminated silts and clays with slick
ensided fractures 

Btlize-F-laauemines P:roi:teltn: 

23'\(A) 

90 Gray calcareous clay with silt lenses, 
munerous fractures throughout 

92 Gray calcareous clay with silt lenses, 
fractured 

24B(A) 97 Gro;r calcareous cley with silt lenses, 
:fractured 

25B(A) 101 Grey calcareous clay with silt lenses, 
fractures with slickensided surfaces 

26A(A) 104 Gray calcareous clay with silt lenses, 
fractures w1 th slickcnsided surfaces, 
tilted bedding 

26B (A) 105 Gray calcareous clay, fractures with 
slickensided surfaces 

43.8 109.l 75.9 

38. 7 111.l 80.l 
33.2 109.4 82.1 

35 .4 107 .6 79.5 

52.1 99.6 65 .5 
67.0 94.3 56,5 

111.2 81.l 38.4 

44.5 107.5 74.4 

86.2 93.9 50.4 

73.2 99.4 57.4 
69.3 95 .o 56.1 

55.4 104.3 66.9 

38.9 111.7 80.4 
44.4 109.9 76.1 
48.6 109.6 73.8 

87 .3 82.5 44.2 
78,5 83.8 46.8 

42.9 109.2 76.4 

30.4 115 .4 88.5 

46.4 109.5 74.7 

157.6 

88.5 
71.6 
67.9 

81.2 31.5 

93.7 49.7 

95.1 55.4 
91.6 54.6 

69.4 100.8 59.5 

58.0 lo6.o 67 .1 

50.5 103.2 68.6 

41.3 113.3 80.2 

30.7 lo8.9 83.3 
34.4 112.5 83.7 

41.l 113.6 80.5 

46.8 109.8 74.8 

53.7 102.0 66.4 

55.0 94.8 61.2 

(Continued) 

417 

1110 
lo80 

370 

345 
314 

505 

1140 

778 
771 

282 

222 
3o8 
3r:Tf 

780 
688 

1230 

444 

49 

96 
250 
280 

378 

425 

345 

261 

1020 
1100 

540 

742 

795 

710 

1398 

of Unconfined Comrression 'l'ests* 

Axial 
Strain 

at Fail· 
ure, "0 

3.9 

4.9 
6.o 

2.7 

3.3 
4.2 

8.o 

4.4 

12.0 
5.2 
5.7 

6.2 
3.3 

3.7 

5.8 

13.8 

7.0 
6.2 

3.3 

3.6 

4,9 

12.0 

6.6 

5.0 
6.1 

7,7 

11.8 

3.0 

4.6 

End of ~I'est 
Conditions** 
Shear AxiaJ. 

Stress Strain 
Type 
of 

_1:!!!_ __:j__ Failure 

278 

355 
455 

285 

139 
240 

232 

510 

297 

220 
247 
280 

505 
432 

430 

322 

435 

17.9 
8.4 

11.2 

7.2 

9.1 
9.4 

12.0 

Brittle 

Brittle 
Brittle 

Plastic 

Brittle 
Plastic 

Brittle 

Brittle 

7 .9 Plastic 

5.9 
8.8 

18.l 

13.4 
9.2 
8.o 

10.l 
9.6 

7.0 

16.3 

Brittle 
Brittle 

Plastic 

Plastic 
Plastic 
Plastic 

Brittle 
Brittle 

Brittle 

Plastic 

Plastic 

40 13. 4 Plastic 

93 . 16.9 Plastic 

250 8. 2 Plastic 
270 8 .2 Plastic 

368 5 .3 Plastic 

394 

305 

356 

222 

970 
1045 

490 

670 

619 

10.8 Plastic 

7 .O Plastic 

20.2 Plastic 

9.1 Plastic 

l0.3 Plastic 
10. 7 Plastic 

9.4 Plastic 

18.9 Plastic 

5.5 Brittle 

6.8 Brittle 

9.9 Brittle 

* Shear strength assumed equal to one-half compressive strength; all specimens 1-5/8 in. square by 3·1/4 in. high. 
** Compression tests ended arbitrarily to 11.mi t degree of specimen fracture; decrease in stress at end of test serves as indicator of 

brittle failure. (l of 3 sheets) 



Table Al (Continued) 

Properties of Test 
Specimens 

}(esults of Unconfined Cornrression Tests 
End of Test 

Undrained Axial Conditions 
Location of Sample 

Boring Sample Depth 

\'later 
Con· 
tent 

Dl?nsi ty Shear Strain $hear Axial Type 
Wet Dry Strength at Fail.. Stress Strain of 

__.l!£.!...___.l!£.!..._~ Visual Descrintion of :?,ample _J_ ~ ..E:.£. ---12E.£._ ~ -12!!_ _:f::__ Failure 

LaFourche Prodeltn: 

3cBU 26D(A) 107 

27C(Al 
(B 

27D(A) 

28A(A) 

llO 

lll 

ll2 

St. BernR.rd T'rodelta: 

Delte.ic Plain (Continued) 

Gray calcareous clay, fractures with slicken- 52,7 105.9 69.4 
sided surfaces, limoni te stains along 
fractures 

Cray calcareous clay with slickensided 
fractures 

Gray calcareous clay with silt lenses 

Grny calcareous clay with lirnonite•stained, 
slickensided fractures 

49.9 102.0 68.o 
49.3 97 .2 6::; .1 

52.9 105 .4 68.9 

64.1 101.2 61. 7 

30D(A) 122.5 Gray calcareous clay with bedding, slicken- 53.3 103.9 67.8 
52.8 107.7 70.5 (B) sided fractures with limonite strains 

along surfaces 

31.B(A) 125 

33D(A) 135 

41B(A) 165 
(B) 

42A(A) 168 

43B(A) 173 

44D(A) 179 

Gray calcareous clay with slickcnsided 
fractures, limonite stains along 
fractured surfaces 

Gray calcareous clay with sllckensided 
fractures 

Gray calcareous laminated clay 

Gray massive calcareous clay with fractures 

Gray massive mottled calcareous clay with 
silty clay areas 

Gray calcareous clay with fractures 

Pre-St. Bernard Prodelta.: 

3CBU 4lc(A) 186 

47B(A) 189 
(B) 

47C(A) 190 

4&:(A) 194 
(B) 

51B(A) 205 

51C(A) 2o6 

Pleistocene: 

36Bu 55C(A) 222 

Gray coJ.careous lamina.ted clay with silt 
lenses, shells 

Gray calcareous laminn.ted clay with shells, 
organic remains 

Gray calcareous clay with silt lenses 

Gray calcareous clay with silt lenses 

Gray ma.ssive calcareous clay with shell 
freements 

Gray clay with silt lenses, shell fragments 
throughout, vertical fractures 

Gray ve..rved silts and clays with washed 
organics 

Grtcy calcareous laJT<.inated silts and clays 
with shells 

Gray calcareous clay 

52.4 105.6 69.3 

36.1 110.1 80.9 
34.0 113.8 84.9 

34.9 lll1.7 85.0 

39.2 lo8.4 77.9 

49.3 105.8 70.9 

48.6 lo8.2 72.8 
48.9 lo8.o 72.5 

46.3 lo6.1 72.5 

43.6 lo8.o 75 .2 
50.7 101.2 67.2 

48.8 loli.4 70.2 
44.8 lo6.3 73.4 

47.6 lll.O 75.7 

38.2 lll.4 80.6 

45 .o ll2.3 77 .4 
26.7 106.6 84.1 

38.5 ll0.4 79.7 

Alluvial Valley 

Point Bar (Topstratum): 

PB14-63 3 A 8. 2/ 

FB9-63 

B 9.2 

A 8.5/ 
B 9,5 

FB12-63 3 A 10/ll 
B 

PB2-63 4 A 14/15 
B 
c 

Point Bar (Swale): 

PBl0-63 4 A 18.2/ 
B 19.2 

Gray mottled slightly calcareous clay, 
calcareous concretions, decomposed 
organics, iron oxide stains, friable 
texture,_ slickensided_fractures 

Gray brown mottled fat slightly calcareous 
clay, incipient calcareous nodules, iron 
oxide concretions, fractured 

Gray silty clay mottled with iron oxide 
and manganese stains, small incipient 
fractures, decomposed roots, silt .. filled 
burrow in bottom half 

Brown, top two-thirds clay; bottom one
third, brown silty clay, thinly bedded, 
decomposed organics 

Gray fat clay with concentrations of 
calcareous material.a, slickensided 
fractures roughly perpendicular, root 
voids, iron oxide stains 

34.9 ll5.5 85.6 
33.6 122.8 92.0 

28.9 ll5.8 89.8 
21.2 ll9.2 93.7 

28.0 119.2 93.2 
30.5 121.6 93.6 

32.6 115 .2 87 .o 
32.6 ll8.6 88.8 
28.1 119.9 93.6 

33.0 lll.3 84.4 
31.4 117 .8 89. 7 

(Continued) 

488 
628 

653 

733 

lllO 
1200 

1075 

820 

1600 
1680 

1225 

1460 

2100 

1780 

2350 
2100 

2630, 

1980 
1915 

22110 
2570 

2110 

824 

1683 
. 2230 

999 

999 
1340 

3420 
3320 

1350 
950 

28o 
272 
819 

'lo65 
372 

5.7 
2.6 

3.8 

3.8 

3.3 
3.4 

6.1 

1.8 

8.4 
7.3 

7.8 

12.7 

7.2 

5.7 
2.7 

2.9 

6.9 
5.9 

6.8 
6.o 

4.8 

8.8 

4.o 
2.7 

5.7 
2.1 

5.0 
6.1 
7.0 

316 

472 
602 

518 

610 

254 
500 

943 

275 

666 
1540 

748 

1415 

1390 

936 

1960 
1730 

1730 

1810 
1440 

2120 
1950 

559 

751 

1400 
2180 

990 

698 
1230 

2860 
2890 

810 
7o8 

250 
258 
559 

560 
80 

3.7 Plastic 

8.1 
6.2 

5.3 

6.5 

Plastic 
Plastic 

Brittle 

Plastic 

5 .6 Brittle 
6.4 Brittle 

8.3 Brittle 

3.8 Brittle 

13.3 Brittle 
ll.4 Brittle 

10.8 Brittle 

15. 7 Plastic 

25 .2 Plastic 

4.8 Brittle 

1.6 Brittle 
4.o Brittle 

3.9 Brittle 

8.9 Plastic 
7.2 Brittle 

7 .5 Plastic 
7.0 Brittle 

6.9 Brittle 

9.5 Plastic 

5 .1 Brittle 
8.1 Plastic 

15.5 Plastic 

4.4 
6.2 

10.6 
ll.6 
10.1 

4.8 
2.1 

Brittle 
Brittle 

Brittle 
Brittle 

Brittle 
Brittle 

Plastic 
Plastic 
Brittle 

Brittle 
Brittle 

(2 or 3 sheets) 



Table Al (Concluded) 

Properties of Test r.:esults of Unconfined Comnrestion 'T'2'sts 
£Eecimens !:nd of 1't:st 

\.,'a.ter Undrained Axial Conditions 
Loe Rt ion of Sa.mnle Con- Densit;,c Shear Strain ~l~ear /·.xi::i.1. T~Te 

Boring Sample Depth tent Wet Dr/ ~trcngth at Fail- G.trczs Strnin of 
~ ~ _!L Visual nescrirJtion of 8'1.:n'Tlle ~ pcf ~ __r£_ ~ ~ - ~ _J;__ --'-

,\lluvial Vtllez (Continued) 

Point Rar (Swale)(cont!nued): 

Plll2-63 7 A 30/31 Gray massive fat calcareouc hie;3ly plastic 61.0 lOl.5 67.0 582 6.6 495 9,4 Plastic 
B clay, disks, iron oxide, decomposed or- 62.0 97.5 Go.3 459 3.6 430 5.5 Plastic 
c ganics, vertical fractures slightly 56.3 103.2 G6.2 569 9.3 485 15.3 Plastic 
D sllckensided 56.1 102.5 65.7 583 7,3 520 18.9 Plastic 

PBll-63 9 A 43/44 Gray clay with silt lenses throu.3hout; very 42.8 109.9 76.8 935 5.0 780 8.4 Brittle 
B stiff, fine disk structure, limoni te stains 39.5 112.3 80.6 1025 6.o 875 13.7 Plastic 

along some disk surfaces 

11 A 54/55 Grey thinly bedded calcureous clo.ys to fine 30.6 115.3 88.2 7(;8 7,2 688 10.1 Brittle 
B srutds 32.1 118.1 89,5 850 8.2 512 11.7 Brittle 
c 32.4 117.9 88.5 760 6.5 510 8. 7 Brittle 

B"l.ckswrunl?:: 

T4:JU-62 2 A 4.1/ Massive brovm clay w1 th fine (llld coarse 32.6 99.4 75.3 lo60 1.6 730 3.2 Brittle 
4.9 organic material, friable texture, Emall 

voids, and discontinuous irregular 
fractures 

3 A 6.9/ Olive-grey fat clay, mottled, po.rtitlly de- 33,6 no.7 81.2 835 2.4 543 4.1 Brittle 
B 8.0 composed organics, incipient sllckensided 35 .4 113.2 83.8 870 2.5 (.Bo 4.9 Brittle 

fractures, limoni te stains 

BS2-63 3 A 9/10 Light brown-grey r.\ottled silty cley, ncn- 35 .4 118.1 87.2 1640 3.8 1405 6.3 Brittle 
cal.careous but in top one 00 third there were 
cal.careous concretions, friable texture, 
slickensided fractures 

T43U-62 4A 12.9/ Dark grey fat clay with limoni te stains and 30.0 106.5 81.8 1060 3.9 310 6.5 Brittle 
B 14.o decomposed organic material; calcareous 29.3 115.8 89.5 1265 2.7 986 3,9 Brittle 

concretions Ql'l.d desiccation fractures 

BSl-63 YA 14/15 Brown and gray mottled, t.eteroceneous mix00 33.6 121.0 92.9 565 4.3 331 7.5 Brittle 
B ture of silts and clays, pnrtially decom- 30.1 119.1 91.5 742 5 .8 575 8.0 Brittle 

posed roots, limoni te concretions 

BS4-63 5 A 18.5/ Dark gray-brown very stiff clay, limoni te 36.7 118.3 8G.5 ll,20 l.7 1070 3.2 Erittle 
B 19.5 concretions, extensive fracturing, moder- 35.6 118.6 87.4 1590 1.6 473 4.7 Brittle 

ately slickensided, and perpendicular, 
decomposed orgonics 

BS5-63 5 A 19/20 Mottled fat massive clay with incipient 30.7 115.9 88.6 2680 3.8 lo80 5.7 Brittle 
B slickcnsided fractures, partially decom- 33.2 113.3 85 ,5 1790 2.1 329 7 .5 Brittle 

posed organics, frio.ble texture 

T4:JU-62 5A 19/20 Grey fat clay, mottled with limonite, cal- 43.6 lo6.l 73-9 710 2.6 397 4.9 Brittle 
B careous concretions and decomposed fine 46.1 105.3 72.1 567 1.2 375 1.9 Brittle 
c organics 44.8 lo4.3 72.1 350 1.2 214 2.1 Brittle 
D 43.6 lo4.8 73.0 lllO 1.6 710 3.0 Brittle 

6A 24.9/ Dark gray massive mottled fat cloy with 32.6 120.0 90.0 2950 3.7 2510 4.8 Brittle 
B 26.0 limoni te concretions, co"lrse and fine 23.8 117.0 94,4 3170 5.1 3050 6.3 Plastic 

organic material 

7A 28.9/ Dark grey very friable clay, limoni te 29.3 lll.4 86.o 915 2.6 742 4.5 Brittle 
30.0 stains, some root structure preserved, 

slickensided fractures 

8 A 31.1/ Gray fat cloy w1 th pieces of organic mate- 33.8 116.l 86.6 758 3.3 Go2 5.4 Brittle 
B 35.0 riaJ., abundant calcareous concretions, 39.4 111.5 79,9 998 7.6 758 9,9 Brittle 
c but material nonca.lcareous; top half was 37,5 112.2 81.5 716 2.9 6o8 5.8 Plastic 

silty clay 

Cl~ Plue: 

cr2-63 3 A 9,0/ Gray mottled fat clay with silt lenses, 43.2 109.8 76.7 985 2.6 753 4.1 Brittle 
10.0 slickensided fractures, well ... preserved 

rootlets, limonite stafns, and smo.11 
clay balls 

CP3-63 4 A 14/15 Gray thinly bedded calcareous clayey silt; 33.9 120.2 89.8 &'.io 14.9 833 16.7 Plastic 
B large and smal.l partially decomposed 29.2 117.6 87.6 G73 9,0 570 10.6 Plastic 

roots 

CP3-63 6A 24/25 Grey to white thinly bedded silts, fractures 29.9 116.8 87.5 753 1,,7 402 8.1 Brittle 
roughly parallel 

9A 39/40 Gray silty clay to fine sand, crossbedded 2G.1 119.0 91._4 8Ji5 5 .3 637 7.4 Brittle 
B 25-6 118.2 94.l Tl5 6.2 311 8.2 Brittle 

Aban<loned Course: 

FCl-63 3 A 9/10 Grey sandy silty cley, limonite stains, 27.9 115.4 88.9 379 3.8 295 7.0 Brittle 
B air voids, pnrtial.ly decomposed roots 37.5 116.4 84.6 318 4.2 296 11.0 Plastic 
c 36.8 u1.9 81.1 338 12.9 324 16.7 Plastic 

9A 39/40 Cray fat calcareous clay with silt lenses, 58.5 94.8 59.9 970 2.9 131 7.9 Brittle 
B slickensided fractures 58.7 93.9 59,0 912 2.8 677 4.7 Brittle 

(3 of 3 sheets) 



APPENDIX B 

FAILURE PATTERNS IN TEST SPECIMENS 



ATCHAFALAYA MCK:WAMP (ZWAMP-FOORLY DRAINED) 

SD.1'?ple :'IiSUE-7A 

Grny fo.t clay with e. large t;nount of urrleco:rr.f)(l3ed fine end coarse ore;e.nic material. 

A. In.:::;pection of the sample disclosed slickensides on 

the major fracture plane. 

Groy fet cl&y with numerous, fine i.;.niccompo.:::;"-"1 root~. Gome limonit0·;;tain<Yl frncture:J ard incipient calcareous concretio~ were present • .$ome fine 
calcareou:3 root filling3 were observed in th~ rDdior,raph. 

A. Two failure phne~ were de .. 

veloped by comriroession. The major 

phne was continuous i the minor 

plnne W!l3 discontirruous. ?-'.est move

ment occurred along the major plane. 

No preexisting fre.cture3 were ob

servable in the rediograph. The 

soil was nruch disturbed by abundant 

root penetrations 1 but these were 

not directly relatable to the 

resulting plnni:i11 of movement. 
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B. Failure occurre<i along e simple 

plene with no epparcnt relation to 

precxfating roots. 

Grey fat clay with irregular calcite stains ani some concretions. Abtlndant near-vertical fractures with many fractures exhibiting slickelisides. 
Som~ tine roots were present. 

Bl 

A. Failure prcxluced a highly complex fracture pattern 

compcsed predominantly of neer .. vertlcel fractures. An 

exnmination of the sample after failure in:licetei that 

failure occurred along preexisting slickensided fractures. 



ATC!!AFALAYA BACKSWA.'!P (SWPMJ'-POORLY DPAINED) 

SBrnJ?le 216UE-9B 

Fat cley with a large emount of rine end coarse orgsnic material. 

A. Failure prcduced complex frac

ture plenes. The shape of the lower 

portion of the most prominent frac

ture appeared to be determined. by e 

large piece of organic materiel. 

Sample 216UE-10C 

Very dark brown mixture of :fat cley ao:l partially decompcsed. coarse 

end fine organic materiel. 

A. At failure, the sample broke 

along a preexisting al1ckensided 

fracture. 

B. The major plane of failure was 

parallel to a flet edge of a large 

piece of orgenic materiel. 

Sample a6UE-13A 

Very dark gray fat clay with many undecompcsed. fine roots etrl. coerse 
organic material. 
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A. Location of the plane of 

failure did not appear to be directly 

relatBble to roots; however, surface 

irregularities on the plane or feilure 

eppeered to be determined. by the 

presence of fine roots, No eharp 

:fractures were visible in the redio

greph before 'failure. Calcite or 

11.monite, visible es s!lort white 

discontinuous irregular lines, had no 

discernible effect on failure. 

Sf"i!!!ple 216UE-l:LA 

Grey fat cley rr.ottled. red1.ish-bro'WI1. The sample contained large amounts ot fine organic materiel and some coarse organic materiel. Short, 
slickensided frectures with no preferred orientation were present. 

B2 

A. Complex discontirruous frecture planes formed. et faili1re. 
Iocetions of some ot the fractures were determinei by roots, 



ATCHAFALAYA BACY.SWAMP (LAKE) 

Smnple C'l6UE-1JR 

Mtissive fot cley with discs. 

A. Failure occurred along e 

simple plane. 

B. At failure, two fracture plnnes 

were pro1uced. One plane exhib1te1 

the mnjor portion of dis'Plecement. 

The vertical axis of this specimen 

mode en angle of 90 deg with the 

vertical axis of the s.emple. I 
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Sample '?37UE-11D 
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Gray fat clay. Very thin bedding and turbulent bedding were both exhibited in the sample. Concretions errl fine organic material were present. A 
Poorly developed system or fractures mrnte an angle of 45 deg with the horizontal. 

A, The sample was compressed tibout 

0,5 m. atd considerably distortOO.. 

Several discontinuous frecturea 

formed et failure. The formotion of 

the predomimint fracture plan: was 

probably influence:i by the near

perellel set of 11rel:'.xisting fractures. 

Dnrk gray fat verved end bedded cloy. Beds ranged up to greater than l in. in thickness. Highly fractured, w:!.th some frflc:tures exhibiting 
slickensides. Mrir.y fine roots were present, along with 11.monite stains end scattered celcareou:i concretioM. 
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B3 

A. Failure produced a complex pcittern of :fracture 

plnnes that exhibite:l no discernible relationship to 

preexisting :fractures. The inclinations of portions 

of two fracture plnnes appeared to be determined by 

bedding and roots • 



ATr:HAFALAYA BACK:JWAMP (LAKE) 

Gray calcareous fat clay. The top third wos massive while the bottom two-thirds wns vorved. Discs llnd two sets of fractures were present, 

One set of f'rectures made en angle of' 50 deg with the horizontal errl was intersected by the second set, which trended in the opposite direction rnd 

made en ar.gle of 60 deg with the horizontal. The sorr.ple lllso contBined. severol vertical frDctures, 

A. Several corr,plex fracture plones were fonne1 £-t 

failure, Portior..s of some frricture plr-nes were vert:icnl, 

ond the pcsitior.:; of the::;e vertical portions were de

termined by preexisting verticol frvctures, Vervinr;: 

had r.o apparent effect on frecturinr,, 

B. Failure was eccompnniei by formntion of 

nUJl".erous complex froctures. Positions of 

several of the frectures were determined. 'by a 

zone of vertical preexisting fractures, 

Vervir.g had no trppr.rent effect on fsilure. 

c. The vertieal axis of this specimen was inclined 30 deg 

from a horizontal plane throueh the srur,ple. Numerous complex 

f'racture planes were formed r.t failurej none of which were 

re lat able to preexisting fractures. 

B4 



ATC!!AFAL/IYA 13J\CK.'.:'1AHP (JJ,KE) 

Gray me~sive fet clay with Bbundrmt fine orgnnic 1miteri11l nn:l bedded coor31'! org{lnic material. Near-horizontel short froctures were associetcri with 
tht:! horizontal coor.'le orgtinic moterisl, Prrl niimerou.3 short frocture:i with no preferred orientnt.1on were t•.1.'"loci~ted \llith the finer organic l?'.oterifil. 

A. At failure o mrt jor frrict ure 

plane an1 several minor fracture 

plimes were fonnol, Featurr:ir. on 

th~ surfaces of the frfl<::ture plcines 

were detendnf'd by ore;enic materiel, 

but th~ ponition of the plont'.!" we::J 

not relateble to preexistinr; froc

tures or orgnnic moteriol. 

Oliv~ -gray massive sandy silty clay with numerous fine roots. Short 

discontinuous frectures with no recogniznble pattern w~re present. 

A. Several cotr.plex fracture plc.n~s 

were forme-1 at failure. The froc .. 

tures were not relateble to roots or 

preexisting fractures. 
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B. FA1lure occurred along e simple 

pltrne with no relation to preexist

ing frocturcs or orgrmic mr•teriel. 

The top thiri of the semple w1is me<litL'll .cand while the bottom t-wo-thirls 

consisted of very thinly bedded silty clay ~rd clayey silt. 

A. Severrll complex: fract\.lre ·planes 

developed et failure; they ex:hibite·1 

no relation:;hip to strtt.tlfication. 

AM!IDONED COUR:lE 
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B5 

The top half of the sample was mass 1ve 

san:iy clayey silt, while the lower helf 

was e m~sive sandy silty clay. Lirr.onite 

stains errl incipient limonite concre

tions were present throughollt the sample 

as well as partially deconrposei fine 

roota ard voids. The radiogreph ex

hibited a crumbly texture. 

A. Complex fracture planes formed et 

failure. The fractures were not 

relate.ble to roots. 
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ABA!IDON!ll COUJWE 

Sr:mnl~ FCl-63-3 (Cont:lmtPri.) 

\ 

sm~pl~ FCl-63-9 

B. Complc-x frocturc plllne::; were fonnOO flt failure. 

A C!"U'ie pottern was formW by two 3ets of' frocture.!J;; 

one set mnk1'!5 fin englc of 60 deg with the horizontol, 

while the other mr.Jke3 lln ~me;le of 45 deg with the 

horizontol. Neither set wns e~porently ri:!lotable to 

root3. 

C. _Three mnjor frticture plone3 were produced et 

ffJilure, eoch mnking un ~ngle of obout lo deg with 

the borizontsl. Several minor fracture plone:;, 

euch parallel to B mnjor foilure plsne, were elso 

produced.. The fracture!l were not reletsble to roots. 

Grey calcareous highly pla5t ic chy with thin silt layers. Disc!5 were pre~cnt throughout the sample, ond manganese stainJ were scotterei., Frnctures 
in the specimens were localized along discs. 
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A. Complex rrecture planes that 

vere not relatsble to preexisting 

fractures ronned at feilure. The 

location of onl! nearly horizontal 

fracture ws determined by the 

position ot e disc. 

B6 
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B. The con:plcx frvcturc pll!r.es formed 

r-t fcilure were not relt1teble to either 

discs or 'Preexis:tinc; frf!cture:1. 



llALIZE-PLAQUEMINl'll rnrERDISTRIIL'TARY 

Dark grey massive :f'et cley with a large emount of fine t..> coarse 
st ems errl. roots. 
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A. Failure wus eccompenied by 

fonnation of severel ccr.iplex 

fracture "Planes. The fractures 
were relatable partially to 

piecee; of' orgu.nic materioJ.. 

Snmnle 3f'.;nu-sc 

Gray celctireous fat cley with numerous thin silt layers. The bed
ding wos horizontal. Numerous discs end .several high-engle frai::tures 
were present. 
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A. Severe 1 frrJcturea occurred 

at fe i lure. The fractures e lor.g 

which most movement occurred were 

ir.clinei spproximetely 70 deg to 

the horizontel. The fractures 

formei E:t failure were not relAt

able to stratigraphic features 

or preexisting t'r1;1.ctures. 

Dark grey messive celccreous fat clay. Severlll high-angle fractures .... ere -present, 

A. At failure, a mejor free• B. Several frseture plnnes .... ere 
ture plane end several as.so• fonned Pt failure, none of which 
cieted minor fracture plenes were rebtable to preexisting 
'W'ere fol'ill.ed, Most movement frflctures. 
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occurred elong the rnejor frnc .. 

ture plsne. The 'POS1tion of 

this pl~ine along most of its 

lergth coinc1ded with the po

sition of a preexisting 

frecture. 

Derk grey celcereous fst clay. The sample wos very thinly bedded 
ani contEdn~d. numerous pyritized fine roots near the top. A set of 
slightly curved frflct\lres wes inclined llt en ringle of about 55 deg 
to the horizontal. 
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A, F8ilure .... as eccomprinJerl by 

numerous fracture planes. The 

frllcture planes Dre not releted 

to .stretjficfltfon, but several 

of the frecture plrmes ere 

parelhl to the preexist int~ set 

of fractures mentioned flbove, 
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Very dark gray calcareous flit cley. '!'he sample wes very thinly bed
ded eni contained some discs. The be:i:ling was neer horizontal. No 
preexistil'le; frec:tures observed. 
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.A,T Se-v-ersl ·fraeture---pl-en-es··

fonned et feilure. They were 

not reloteble to stratfication. 



BALIZE·FLAQ!J!lffiml IMEIIDISTRIMARY 

Semplo 36ro-160 

The top 2 in. of the sample vss massive clayey silt t beneath thl.s ves 4 in. of massive dark gray tat clay. The contact between the .s1lt end the 

clay was irregular. Belov the clay, and separated from it by sharp contact, were extremely distorted clay, silt, erd sard. Several lrreguler 

fractures vere 'Present throoghout the sample. 

A. A s Unple fracture plane wa.s 

fonned at fa 1 lure. The pos i -

t ion of the fracture plane was 

detennlned by a preexisting 

fracture. 

Sample 36ru-18c 

The top half of the sample v&s gray fat clay with dhsemineted silt 

1nc1 some .silt lhlinee. The bminae mede angles of 20 to 30 deg 

vlth the horizontal~ The top fourth of the sample vu highly frac

tured, vith most fractures being nesrly horizontal or pArallel to 

bedding. The bottom half of the sample consisted of grey-broW'l'l 

clayey silt. Some short discontinuous vertical rrectures were -pres

ent here, en:i there wes a zone or rrectures parallel to the bedding 

neer the bottan or the sample. 

A. Fe1lure was eccompenied by 

ronnetion or several fracture 

planes. The position or 8 

Port ion or one fracture plane 

was determined by the attitude 

ot the bedding planes. The 

remeinier of the fractures do 

_not_ eppear_ releteble-to-stroti

ticetion or Jlreex1st ing 

fractures. 

BB 

B. Failure was eccompen1ed by 

e greet deal of compression end 

fonnation of three dlscontim.ious 

fracture planes. The posit ion 

ot one frecture 'Plane, which was 

the dominent plane or the three 

fonned, was cletennined by a 

preexisting fracture. 

Semple 36BU·l9C 

The top four-firths cif the semple was very thinly bedded grey-brown 

cleyey silt with occasionel cross be-:iding. There were numerous short 

discontinuous vertical fractures in this port.ion or the sam'Ple. The 

bottom firth or the sample ws massive gray fat clay. The contect be

tween the clay and the clayey silt was distorted an::l 1niistinct, 
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A, Feilure was eccompan1M by 

severel complex fracture 'Planes, 

one of which was inclined et aboot 

60 deg to the horizontal. One 

fracture on the bsck a id.e or the 

specimen Etppeam to heve been In

fluenced by the a llty-cley contact; 

the remsinier of' the frl'ictures di1 

not appear to be related to 

stratif'ication or preexisting 

·f-ractu-res, 



BALIZE·PLAQIJE}IIl:t::> POO~ELTA 

Dark gray calcareous fat cl.Dy with disseminated fine silt. 

A. A mBjor fracture plsne and 

two associated minor planes 

formed during failure. ?!.est 

movement occurrei olong the 

major plane. Failure took 

place along the planes of two 

intersecting fractures 'Present 

in the origtnnl sample. 

Grey calcareous fat cley with some discs. H1ghly fractured with 

m1n1y short, discontim1ous fractures fanning en echelon frecture 

zones. ?'.ost of the frecture plftnes were curved, undulating, am. 

incline'l at a low fnr,le. 
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A. At failure, one major 

high-engle, slightly curved 

fracture was fanned err! was 

intersected by several short 1 

curved fractures that fonr.e'i 

an en chelon pattern with the 

major frecture. Some of the 

low-angle preexisting frectures 

were closed during compression. 

Smrp1e 36BU-?.jB 

Derk grey calcereo\ls fst cley. The sample was fractured with many 

fractures exhibiting sl1ckens1dec enrl some fractures being high 

ongle ond st-mi-paraJlel. 

A. Failure prOOuced severfll 

complex frfJC!ture plflnes. The 

locations of two of these 

plenes were determined by 

.Preexis~ing fractures. 

The sample contained numerous fractures; discs were also present. 

B. Failul"e occurl"ed &long e 

high-ar.gle -plene, which in 

the or1ginfll sample repre

sented e sealei slippage 

11lane that becerr.e the bouni

ery between differing 

density zones in the clfly. 

A 11reexisting low-engle 

fracture appeared to have 

had only e minor effect on 

breakage in the cube. 

Dark gray calcereous fet clay, Faint ir.dications of ~tretifieetion 

indicated tilting of bedding !o an inclinetion of 50 deg from the 

horizontal, end tnmcation of this strotificetion iniicoted slipptlge 

along planes of weakness. Short discontinuous fractures were -pres

ent in a set of planes that mode angles of 30 deg with the 

horizontal. 

B9 

A. A major frecture errl numerous 

l'Ssocieted minor fractures oc

curred during failure. These 

fractures epper·r to hflve developed 

as sl:lppeges determ1Tie1 by pre

existing fractures. 



BALIZE-PIAQUEMTh'ES PRODELTA 

Dark ·grey calcareouJ fat clay with silt lense.::i. B-:.."'Hir.g tilte-1 ap

proxin.a.tely 30 dee; from the horizontal. r>:a.r.y discontinuous f'rectures, 

some with slickensideJ. Some fr&Ct\.!res we!''3 ii long beM ing pl!ines, 8 

better developei i>et of fractures 'ilG in planr.:~ thnt intersect the 

bed·iinc pl.D..nc.:i. Discs were present. 
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A. Two fracture:; were formed. 

at failure. The n,ajor dis ... 

placement was proluce.l by the 

openit1g anl cxter;;;ion of a pre

existing fracture. :Failure 

r.ot rclatable to ;:.tro.tification. 

Srv.,plo<? 36BU-26D 

Da.rk gray cnlcareous fat clci.y. The Stimple wos highly fracture-1 with 

two 3Ct3 of parallel fructurcs that :intersect each other at right 

angles. 
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A. At failure, the position of 

the rnost prominent fl-acture plane 

wn,3 detern.ined Ly e preexisting 

fracture. 

LAruunr::m: PHODELTA 

Gmy calcareous ftit clay with l1r.1onit•.? stainJ. The ~~rr.pl·J wns highly 

frncture-i anl had or.e rlorr.ln!rrit set; of parallel fracturc;.i at a.Lout 

CO ie11: fro!:i tho.:! bcrizontal. These were C'ut Liy t:..ro n.ajor c'urv....-...1 

f'.rach1rcs. 
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A. Tbe po3ition of the fracture 

prolt.C~ at ndh•rc coull not Ce 

directly rcle.t•!<-l to a i::r·~cxi..>t

jn~ frt..Ct\.lrc • 

Durk. gru.y calcareolis fat clay with carton or nltDGi:tn~se stains. Strata 

m1J1e an angle of about 1'5 dcr_! to the horizontal anl weM intersected 

ti.nd offset by a prorr.inent set of fractw·e.J that wr.3 ~lso 1nel1ner\ 45 
dc•g to tho horlzontnl. 

A. The plll.ne of failure W'ls 

pnrullel to the set of prumir<ent 

fn.1.ctures. 

Dark gray calcarco1..1s fot cley with discs. The somple wns thinly ltir.driutc--d on the dc;ht sU·~; tl1(: lr•m1'1r-e were ~runcnte-1 t..y fracturc.'l rrJlkif!G an~les 
of li5 to (,0 dc-c; witl1 the horizontal. Thc;;e frncturc3 intersecte1 r.. better developf?ci set of fr11cture11 nt Eihout 90 dep;. 

A. L:xnr..irintion of the cru.;.ho..:J. 

So..'T.ple revealed that f~ilure 

occurreJ prir.4rily a.lon0 two 

pre~x.istir.e fr!lCt'-'rt:..>. 
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B. At fo.ilure, the fructure 

alone; which most ruovt.>mcnt 

occurred. developt.."i parallel to 

th•.! mo;.it pronJnent .set of pre

exJstir.g frncture.1, These frnc

tureJ mnde e.r1g!f,!3 of 45 dee with 

the horizontal. 



LAFOURCHE PffiDELTA 

Srunple 36EU-28A 

Dark gray calcareous fa.t clay. Faintly discernible strata were inclined. 

55 deg to the horizontal. Highly fractured, with many fractures being 
11.monite stained erd. slickensided. A zone of high-angle parallel frac
tures curved through the sample at angles of from 60 to 90 deg from the 

horizontal. Some of these fractures offset strata. 
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A. The fracture plane along which 

most movement ·occurred wes 

parallel to the set of fractures 

mentioned above. 

ST. BERNARD PRODELTA 

Sample 3oW-30D 

Dark gray calcareous fat clay 'W'ith tilted bedding. Discs. and fractures with slickensides were present. Limonite stains were f'ourd on some slicken
sides. The slickensided fractures were Et an angle of from 45 to 60 deg with the horizontal and ll!y in bedding planes. 

A. Examination of the swr:ple 

revealed that the positions of 

failure planes \rere detennined 

by the 1ncl1nnt ion of' bedding 

and preexisting slickensided 

fractures. 

Sample 36IJU-3lll 

Dark gray calcareous fat clay with many limonite .stained slickensided 
fractures. A set of parallel lo~angle fro.ctures and a sy-Jtem of high 

angle en 'echelon fractures were visible in the radiogreph.s. 

A. The steep simple high- engle 

:fracture plane, formed at failure, 

was IJBrallel to the h1gh .. engle 

en echelon system. Upon drying 

of the sample, parallel low-angle 

fractures developed that were re ... 

lated to the low angle fractures 

mentionei abovt:, '!he fracture 

formed at failure was healed in 

the drying process. 

Bll 

B. Failure occu~red. along a 

plane perpen:iicular to the bed

ding. Several fractures visible 

in the 11before 11 rwiiograph opened 

upon drying, 

Sample 36EU-33D 

Dark grny calcareous fat clay with bedding tilted at 30 deg f'rom the 

horizontal. Dis es e.nd. numerous near ... horizonts.l fractures were 'Present. 
Some fractures were slickensided an:1 stained with limonite. 

A. The t'ractures accompanying 

failure were not releteble to 

stratification or preexisting 

f'ractures. 



ST. BElUlARD Pll:lDELTA 

S•rnple 36BU-41B 

Dark gray calcareous fat clay steined with 11monite. Very thinly bedded with some discs. A few low-angle parallel frectures were present. 

A. Fracturing at failure was B. Fracturing et failure wes 
elong e simple plene that was elor.g e plene that was not re-
not releted to bedding or tire- lated to bedding or preexisting 
existing fractures. fractures. A void had been 
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/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

~ I-.... ,, 

I ' 
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I 
I 
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Srirnole 3~ro-4:?A 

Grey celcereous clay. Discs end severel low ... angle fractures were 
present in the sample, es well as one high-angle fracture, along 
which discs were well developed. 

A. During failure, movement 

occurred along two prominent 

high-angle fracture planes. The 

uppermost plane existed prior to 

compress ion. 

S•~ple 31\ru-44n 

Derk grey celcereous fat cley. The sample ws.s be<l.dei, with the bed

ding offset flbout 1 in. by a high-angle fracture. A second high· 
angle fracture was 'Preser.t 'bet r.o offset was visible. 

\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

', 

A. Failure was eccon:-penied by 

much coo-,press ion end the crea

tion of complex frecture planes 

that were not releteble to the 

preexisting frectures. A 

prominent preexisting high .. angle 

fracture was not ir.i.pcrtant et 

feilure es it 'W'es buttressed by 

the base of the corr.press ion 

mechine. 

/ 
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creete:! et one corner of the 

sample by e disc thet fell out 

during compress ion. 

Derk grey calcareous cley with some silty erees. The aarr:ple wss 
highly frectured 1 with some frectures being limonite stained. Most 
fractures were "Perallel end near horizontal; but a set of neer
verticel fractures, two of which exhibited. displecement, was present. 
Discs were elso present. The upper portion of the sample contained 
the specimen thDt was compressed ard was less dense than the lower 
"POrtion of the sample, The -portions with differing densities were 
separated. by B fracture that had been offset along two of the near .. 
vertical fract\lres, 

A. Failure wes eeeornp~~1e:! by 

extensive cor:-:pre!lsion er.d several 

dliscontinuous fr8cture plenes 

were formed, The loW'ermost 

fracture was parallel to the pre

existing frecture that separ11ted 

the two upper errl. lower port ions 

of the Stimple. 



PRE-ST. BEFJ!A!O PmDELTA 

Dark gray calca.reou.3 fa.t clay wlth a. fc1i1 thin silt beds. Dnrk gray nlll.:rnive calcarcoua fat clay with disc.; and streak3 of 

carbonaceous n.at..;r:ial. 
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A. Thf.l 31.rr.ple hieh-onale frac

ture plane formed at failure wn.:i 

not rcls.table to stratificn.ei~n. 
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A. A v~rtical pr•.!..:x1:.t1nc frac

ture wu!l wiJ.en .... >J durine; co:r.pression; 

howe;ver, most ir.ovt.:m,ent at failure 

occurred alor-G a simple fracture 

plane tht:1t was ieflectel where it 

inter~ecteJ the preexfatirig 

vertical fracture. This major 

pl:i:ne of failure was not rels.ted 

to di..;cs n:d, except for the 

inter:.:ection with the vertical 

fructure, was not related to pre· 

ex fa tine fractures. 

Dark gray calcnreou.:i fat clay. The srur.ple;..(C thinly bedrlt...-.1 ani contained, vertical discs ar,l fract'Ure~. ;;hell frog::-,cnta ani cartior.accou3 outlineJ 

of' former planta were prc:Jent. 
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A. Thrtie discontinuous fracture 

plane:.:. were formed &.t failure, 

r..ona of which were relatal;ile to 

stratification or preexi3ting 

fracturc3. 
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B. }'aih;.re wiw &.c:c:orr,ponicd by the 

forn;at ton of complex fr&cture plone.j. 

Dark gray calca.reou.3 fat clo.y with silt lcn3e3 a.nc.l. disc a. Di.stortd bed:.ling wa:J evid.!:!nt in tb11 t.fp.:r half of the} sample. A zone of :::;11bHlrLillcl 

low·ur.gle frf:t.Cturcs traver.::icl the ao.r:.ple and ir.nrked the ba.>e of the distortel zone. Vo:rtice.l frnctur•.:S were pre:.;ent in th..: tottori: half of the .::wi:ple. 
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A. Th~ fractures forr.~cd. nt failure B. Nuo..r-vo..:rticaJ fracture:; forn."'J 

were in the diator1:ed. zonl'l nt the at failure ir. the lower portion of 

top of the .sfecLncn. lklatioruhip..! th~ ~pl.!cL~.cn were pnrallel to pre· 

·.rithin the zone W(,re ob.;cur~. cxi;;;tinL frf.J.cture.,;, The r<..:n.uiricl~r 
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of tlie cort.plo..:x: fr&t::ture.:; formcll tit 

fui lur(:-w·e.-s-- not-- re-btabl:~ -to ·yre

ex:i:ltin~ fractureJ, 



PRE-ST, DERNARD PRODELTA 

Sample 36BU-5lll 

Dark e,ray calcareous fat clay vith shell fragments. The sample was very thinly bedded with some layers being siltier than others. Fine pyritized 

roots an:i son-,e horizontally aligned disc.3 were present. A prominent set of horizontal fractures W'S.S visible. 
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A. At failure, four complex ani 

discontinuous failure planes were 

proiuced. The lwer plane was 

localized by a disc. while the 

upper planes were not relatable 

to discs, stratification, or 

preexisting fractures. 
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B. Two fr19.cture planes were pro

duced at failure. Neither the 

major simple plane nor the minor 

discontirruous plane ws relatable 

to stratification, disc.s, or 

preexisting fractures. 

Sample 36ru-51c 

Dark e;ray calcareous fat clay with vertical discs and fractures. Some silt layers 

containing small shell fragments were present. 

Bl4 

A. One fracture formed along a hori

zontal silt layer. Another tracture 

was a continuation of a vertical pre• 

existing fracture. The remairder of 

the complex fracture planes was not 

relatable to preexisting discs, 

fractures, or stratification. 



PLEIS!OCENE 

S•ryle 36ro-55c SBmJlle 36BU-58A 

Calcsreoua thinly bedded grey fat clay, light gray silt, end 

light grey BOMY silt. Bedding w•• Inclined 30 deg with the hori

:z:ontel 1n the center or the aemplf\ while et the bruJe en:i et the top 

it was nearly horizontal. SOllle tine organic materiel was de:posite<J. 

with the sediment. 

Light grey celcsreous rat cley with thin (0.5 in.) leyers that were 

either silty or highly.celcereous. The sample contained many short, 

subparallel low .. engle fractures. 

A. Fracturing et failure in the 

lower part of the sample wm parallel 

to a preexisting fracture. Defonna

tion in the upper 'PBrt of the umple 

was relateble to stratification. The 

upper 1>0rtion of the sample, which 

A. At failure severel com

plex fracture planes were 

formed. The shape of one 

fracture wns influenced by 

the inclination of the 

bedding. 

Somple 36BU-57D 

was or higher density then the remain ... 

der of the sample, exparrled leterelly 

unier compres.sion. 

Orey celcareous cley with e thin silt layer end e carbon-rich leyer. Discs, as well Bl!I filled burrows or coarse root fillings, were present. 
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A. Failure occurrei elong e B. At failure, one major Bnd. two 

major en:l two minor fracture minor :fracture 11lenes were 

planes, but was not related created. These were not re ht able 

to stretificetion, burrows, to stret1f1cetion, burrows 1 or 

or root fillings. root fillings. 

\ 
\ 
\ 

' 
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POINT BAR (TOPSTRATUJ.!) 

Semple PB14-63-3 

Grey calcareous messive rat cley with iron oxide steins en:l manganese em. calcareous concretions. Decompcsed coarse end fine orgrmic materiel ves 

present. The serr.ple had a crumbly texture eni was highly fractured, w1th some frectures exhibiting slickensides. The fractures were discontinuous 

enl had no recognizeble pet tern except for e weak set of horizontal fractures. 
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Semple PBQ-63-3 

A. Numerous complex fracture planes developOO. at failure, 

none of which were re ht able to preexisting fractures. 

The location of e 1>0rtion of one fracture wa detenn.ined 

by the position of e large concretion. This cube was 

more highly fractured originally then specimen B. 

B. At failure, several complex fracture plenes were 

formed. The format ion of one plene wss determined. by the 

position of e preexisting fracture, All others were &p

'f!Srently not releteble to 'flreexi.sting fractures. 

Gray calcareous mPssive fat clay mottled w:Sth iron oxH.e steins. Calcareous concretions ani celcitized roots were 'Present. There were several 

long, irrt'."gular, neer-verticel fractures and a set of fractures that mode en angle of 30 to 45 deg with the horizontal. 

A. At failure, several complex 

fracture plenes were formed, three 

of which were parellel to e long 

vertical root. 
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E. Several complex fracture 

plenes Were formed et failure. 

Portiona of one plane were perellel 

to e set ot 'Preexisting frectures 

eni to the preexisting long 

vertical fractures. 



POINT BAR (TOPSTF.ATtr..1) 

GrBy rr.a.'.L'.live clay mottled with iron oxi,le en1 meneone.se steins en1 cont sining fine roots end seottered smoll calcareous eoncretior.s. A set or 
frBcture.!l mBde en angle of frOr.'t 30 to 45 deg with the horizontal. 
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A. At fe 1 lure, a major fracture 

plene and several associatOO. 

minor fractures- were fo:rnied. They 

w:re not relatable to preexisting 

frr;cturea. 

/ 

Smnpl~ PB?-63-4 
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B. Feilure WM eceompenied by for

motion of several fracture plenes. 

The plane along which most movement 

occurred was nearly continuous across 

the S8Jr.ple end was not reletllble to 

preexistir.g frectures; the reo:ainder 

of the failure plrines were discon

tinuous, but subp1Jrallel. This group 

of' discontinuous fractures wAs 

parallel to a preexistkg set ot 
froctures that mode en engle of 30 
deg with the horizontal; the frec

tures were vertical in relation to 

the shape ot the specimen, which 

wes cut et en imgle of about 

30 deg to the horizontal of the 

surr.ple. 

The top t"WO-thi:riis of the sample 1'[.3 messive cley with ebundflnt mice. The bottom thiri of the sanple wes thinly bedded ailty clay. Iron oxid.e 
steins en1 partially decomposed or.i;ronics were found throughout the sample. Scattered discontinuous frecture.s with no recognizable pattern were 
p-r .. 'l.ent, 
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B. At f'oilure, numerous frveture 

plsnes 'Were formed, many of which 

were parallel to stretifieDtion. 

\ 
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A. A complex fracture pattern was formed et failure thet 

was detennined by stratification and preexisting frDctures. 

C. Severel :f'recture plenes were 

formed et failure, none o~ which 

were releteble to preexisting 

fractures. 



POINT BAR (SWALE) 

Sample PBl0-63-4 

Grey fat clay with iron oxide steins end manganese concentretions. Poot voids end deoomposei fine organic material were present. The semple was 

highly fractured; end two sets of fractures were consJlicuous. One set made en angle of 60 deg with the horizontel eni wes intersected. by the seconl 

set that milde en engle ot 80 deg with the horizontal. Concentretiorus of calcium carbonate were acattered along some of the fractures. 

A. Several canplex fracture planes 

formed et fa !lure. Most movement 

had occurred along a plene that pre ... 

dated failure an:l made en angle of 

60 deg with the horizontal. 

Semple PB12-63-7 

B. Jobst movement at feilure occurred 

along a preexisting f'recture that 

inte-rsectei the horizontal et 60 d~g. 

Several minor discontirruous fractures 

were also proiuced at failure. 

Grey calcareous thinly bedded fat clay. Discs wers present throughout the sample, an.i there was some organic materiel. 
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A. Complex fracture planes, formed 

st failure, were not relatable to 

stratification or to discs. 

c. The mo.st prominent fracture 

plene proiuced at failure made an 

angle ot about 60 deg with the 

horizontelj. several additional 

discontinuous fractures were 

f'omed, none of' which were 

reletable to stratification •H' 

to ..lisc~. 
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B. A major :!'racture plane aOO. two 

minor planes were formed et fsilure. 

The positions of the planes were 

not reletable to stret1f'1cet1on or 

to discs; however, features on the 

mejor plane appeared to be deter .. 

mined by discs. 

D. Complex fracture planes formed 

et failure. Most movement had oc

curred along a single plene that 

made en engle of' ebout 60 deg with 

the horizontal. 
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RlINT BAR (SWALE) 

Sempl• PBll-61-9 

Grey thinly bedded cley with small discs. Limon1te steins were present on some disc surfaces. 
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A. At failure, most movement occurred. along e rnejor fracture plane thet made en 

engle of 60 deg with the horizontel; several minor, discontinuous fractures were 

el.so formed et failure. The froctures were not relat&ble to stratification. 

Sample PBll-63 .. 11 

B. Several complex, Ulscontinuous fracture 

planes "Were formed at failure, one of which 

made en angle of about 60 deg with the hori

z-:intal. The fractures were not rclatable t-:i 

stratification. 

Gray very thinly bedded silt end cley with SBni lenses. Some mongenese steins were present. 
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A, B, rind C, Failure-wes simll:ir 

in all three specimens. In ecch 

most movement occurred nlong n r.-:.f!jor 

fracture plane that :rJ'!de tin ringle 

of approximately 60 to 7~ deg with 

the horizontal. Minor discor.tir.t;c.-t:..:: 

fractures were associr,teJ. with t.he 

major failure plenes. Fr.ilure W!'S 

in no cese relatable to strrtit"icr.tfou. 



BACKSWAMP (AIWVI.AL VALLEY) 

Semple Tt.3U-62-~ 

Massive brown clay with fine and coarse organic material. The sample 

had a c:rwnbly texture end contained small voids that were evenly dis .. 

tributed. Discontinuous irregular fractures were numerous. 
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A. Failure was accompanied by fonnat ion 

ot numerous corr.plex fracture plenes. 

One of these plenes consiste:i of a 

preexisting fracture that widened. at 

tailure. The remeinler or the frac

tures were not related to organic 

material or preexisting fractures. 

Snmple T43U-<5?-3 

Olive-gray massive fat clay mottled with 11.monite stains. Partially decanposed fine organics were present. Several long roots traversed the length 

of the sample. 
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A. At failure, two major an:i two 

minor fracture planes were fonnei. 

Most movement occurred along the 

two major, intersecting planes. 

The fractures were not reletable 

to roots. 
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Srur.ple BSl-<53-Y 

B. One major am severel lllinor, dis .. 

continuous fracture planes formed et 

failure. None or the fractures were 

relatable to roots. 

• Light brownish-grey Jr.Sssive seniy silty clay with fine roots eni root voids eni 11.monite concretions. Abundent specks of bleck minerels were present. 
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A. Two major en::l several minor 

discontinuous fracture planes 

vere fanned et failure. One of 

the major planes made en angle 

of approximately 70 deg vith the 

horizontal end was tenninated by 

e second major fracture that mBde 

an angle of 60 deg with the hori

zontal. One of the fractures was 

riarellel to e root, while the 

others vere not relateble to roots. 

B20 

I!. -A -e-imple -:f'-roetu-re pl-a-m:, -n-at 

releteble to roots, was formed et 

failure. 



BACK:lWAMl' (ALLUVIAL VALLEY) 

Semple T43U~2-4 

Dark gray fat clay with limonite stains end. decomposed organic material. Calcareous concretions were present, but the matrix: surro.miing the con
cretions did not react to hydrochloric ecid. Desiccation in the upper portion of the sample hes fonned e blocky trecture pettern. 
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A. Numerous complex fracture plenes formed at failure, 
none of which were reletable to preexisting desiccation 
fractures. 

13. Numerous complex· trectures formed 

at failure 1 one of which fonned along a 
root void. 1b preexisting fractures 

were visible 1n the radiogreph. 

Sample BS:?..63-3 

Light brownish .. grey mesdve silty cley with limonite and manganese steins. Calcareous concretions were present in a third of the se.rnple, but the 
clay metri.X surrooniins the concretions did not react to acid. Fine roots were present, en:i some or the roots had been replaced. by limonite. The 
sample had e crumbly texture. 
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A. Numerous complex frecture planes 1 not releteble to 
roots or concretions, were formed et failure. 



BACKSWAMP (ALLUVIAL VALLEY) 

Sample BS4-63-5 

Derk grey-brawn cley. The semple was steined with limonlte end contdned smell calcareous concretions. Root voids end decompcsed. organics were 

present. Some of the root voids were filled with calcium carbon&te, end. others were steined with limonite. There was a prominent group of vertical 

en:l nesr ... verticel discontinuous fractures. 

A. Numerous complex fracture 

plenes formed et failure; tvo 

or which parallel preexisting 

near-vertical fractures. 

Snmple BS5:63-5 

B. Several canplex fracture planes 

formed et failure; none of which were 

releteble to roots, stratification, 

or preexisting fractures. 

Gray massive fat clay, mottled with 11.monite and rlth a crumbly texture. Abun:lent partly decomposed fine roots were present. 

A. Several discontinuous fracture 

planes, formed at failure, were not 

re lat able to roots. 

B. At failure, several canplex 

fracture planes were produced that 

were not releteble to roots. 

Grey fet cley mottled with limonite. Calcareous concretions were present, but the metrix su:raurrling them did not react to hydrochloric acid.The semple 

conteined. two sets of frectures, eech me.king an engle of 45 deg with the- hor,izonteL Some of the frectures were slickensided. Short discontirrucus 

fractures that exhibited no discernible pattern were also present. Decompased fine orgenics were widely scattered thrrughout the sample. 

A. Failure was eccornprinied by B. At failure, a fracture plane 

the formation of complex fracture wes fonned parallel to a set of 

planes. A port ion of one free- preexisting inclinOO. frectures. This 

ture \ft! parallel to a set of the 

inclined fractures mentioned. 8bove, 

but the remeinler of the fractures 

were not reletable to preexisting 

fractures. This specimen vas 

st ranger then specimens B ard C. 
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specimen was WP.&ker then specimens 

A end D but stronger then specimen C. 
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Sem]lle T43U-62·5 (Continued) 

C. Failure oceurre:i along a pre .. 

existing trecture that me.de an 

angle of 45 deg with tho hor1• 

zontel. This specimen wes the 

weakest ot the four taken trom 

this sample. 

/ 
/ 

Semple T43U-6?-6 
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D. At failure, steeply inclined 

complex frecture planes formed 

that were not reletable to pre

existing fractures. This spec1-

ment was the strongest of the 

four taken trorn this semple. 

Derk grey massive fat clay mottled with limonite., The semple conteinat limonite concretions eni coarse ani fine orgenic meteriel. A T>OOrly de-

veloped set of fractures made en angle of 20 deg with the horizontal. 
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A. At feilure, most movement 

occurred along a single fracture 

pleno that was inclined at 60 

to 90 deg with the horizontal. 

Several minor discontinuous frac

tures were also develot}ed. The 

fractures produced et failure 

were not releteble to preexisting 

fractures. 

Slickensides were visible on some fractures. 
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B. Several complex fracture 

planes produced. et failure were 

not relatable to preexisting 

fractures. 

Srunple T43u-62-7 

Dark gray mo.salve fat clay with 11mon1te stains an:l fine organic materiel. The texture w.s crumbly, am there were numerous short. discontinuous 

fractures with no recognizable pattern. Some of' the tre.ctures exhibitei slickensides. 

A. Jfumerous complex fracture })lanes fanned et failure, none of which 

were relatable to preexisting roots or :fractures. 

B23 



BACKSWIMP (ALLUVIAL VALLEY) 

Sample T43U-6?-8 

Grey fat massive cley with decompcsed fine roots eoi little pieces or organic materiel surroun:led by limonite stains. Calcareous concretions were 
"Present, but the metrix surroun:Hng the concretions did not react to hydrochloric eoid. The upper halt of the semple wtHi silty with e crumbly texture. 
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A. Numerous complex frectures fanned et failure, none 

of which were re lat able to organics. 

B. This specimen contained more calcareou.s 

concretions then either A or C, en:l its 

strength was conspicuously greeter then 

either A or c. The complex fracture phnes 

fonned et failure were not relatable to 

organics. 

c. The numerous complex fractures fanned at failure were 

not relatable to organics. 



CLAY PWG 

Orey mess~ve fet clay with iron oxide steins. Numerws fine roots were "Present, enl the seir.ple wes highly frectured. Most fractures were 

d iscont irruous end hed no recognizable pettern 1 but there were two large contim.ious fractures, one being slickens 1ded am. making en engle or 45 

deg with the horizontal find the other ms king en engle of 70 deg with the horizontal. 
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A, Several discontinuous frecture 'Planes 1 

formed .at failure, were not relateble to 

preexisting frectures. The specimen was 

cut et en engle of 4o deg from the bori· 

zontal of the sample in en eree with few 

fractures. 

Thinly be1ded gre.y calcareous silty clay, Numerous fine end medium roots were present. The bedding WflS inclined 10 deg from the horizonteL 

B25 

A. Numerous complex freetures f'ormed Bt f'ailure, 

none of vhich were releteble to stratirica.tion or 

roots. 

B. A sinrple fracture plElne fonned et failure. The 

plane made engles of' 60 deg both .,,ith the bed.ding 

erd with the horizontel, end it was not relet~ble to 

roots. After drying, the fracture WEIS found to be 

heeled, ard an ettempt to rebreek the semple resulted 

in the sample bre&ldng along a bedding plene insteed 

of along the fracture that formed f:lt foilure. The 

s pee !men WM cut from the sample et en engle of 

60 deg with the horizcntsl. 



CLAY PLUG 

Samj!le CP3-63-6 

Gray eni vhite thinly bedded silt with send seam.s. Bedding made an angle of 20 deg with the horizontal, but was broken by & horizontal fracture 
about e third of the distance from the top to the bottom of the sample. Several parallel bed.ding plane fractures W"ere present. 
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A. One major fracture plane en.i 

several associated minor fractures 

fanned at failure. Most movement 

occurred along the major plane, 

'Which is perpeniiculer to the 

bedding, 

A 
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Srunple CP3-63.9 

B. Fracturing occurred at fa:l. lure 

along a simple major plane erd one 

associated minor plane. Most move

ment occurred e long the major plane, 

which is parallel to the bed.ding. 

Grey sandy silt. Predominantly massive, but crosc·· beddiug was. present in two places. 

A. At failure most m::ivement oc

curred along a major fracture 

plene that made an angle of 60 to 

70 deg with the horizontel. 

Several other minor discontinuous 

plenes were also fo:nned. The 

fractures formed at failure were 

not relatable to stratification. 

B26 

B. A simple major fracture plane 

and three associated minor planes 

fonned at failure. fust movement 

occurred along the major plane, 

which made an angle of 60 deg with 

the horizontal. None of the frac

tures were relsteble to 

st rat ificst ion. 
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